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ABSTRACT

SCABORA, L. C. Storage and Navigation Operations on Graphs in Relational DBMS. 2021.
116 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Matemática Computacional) –
Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São Paulo, São Carlos –
SP, 2021.

A complex network models relationships among data elements in several applications, such as
social networks, urban street organization, disease monitoring and treatment co-occurrences,
and communication and transport infrastructures. To store and manage large volumes of data,
the Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) provide efficient disk-based data
management, being present in the most diverse application domains, including enterprise infor-
mation, finance, medical or clinical support, and in airline reservations and scheduling. However,
RDBMSs still face challenges to efficiently process queries that “navigate” over complex net-
works represented as graphs. Those queries, named in this work as graph queries, are often
expressed by recursive queries, which execute multiple join operations between an internal,
temporary table that stores intermediary results and the table that stores the graph’s edges. This
Ph.D. dissertation focuses on developing methods and specialized data structures based on
adjacency-lists aiming at improving graph query performance in an RDBMS through recursive
queries. This project’s main goal targets the question: “How can we improve the performance

of queries over graph data executed in a RDBMS?”. To answer it, we proposed specializations
over each table involved in a recursive query: the table of edges E, and the temporary result
table T. The modifications in table T consists of adding extra measurement columns to enable
employing it in multiple graph queries executed in a single database connection. In its turn, table
E is specialized to allow storing multiple edges into a single row optimized for the execution
of each join operation of the recursive query. Experiments using data from RDBMSs modeled
as a graph allow concluding that: (i) enriching table T provides increased efficiency to execute
multiple graph queries, such as the query types Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Connected
Components (CC), and PageRank (PR); (ii) grouping multiple edges from table E into a single
row significantly improves the performance of individual recursive queries, reducing not only
their elapsed time but also the required size to store the graph data; and (iii) employing Clustered
Tables to group the edges into a single page also enables improved performance for recursive
queries, with the advantage of requiring just a few changes in the SQL statements. Overall,
specializing both tables T and E helps diminishing the gap of efficiently executing graph queries
in a RDBMS.

Keywords: Recursive Queries, Graph Queries, RDBMS, Adjacency-List Storage Approaches.





RESUMO
SCABORA, L. C. Armazenamento e Operações de Navegação em Grafos em SGBDs Rela-
cionais. 2021. 116 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências – Ciências de Computação e Matemática
Computacional) – Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação, Universidade de São
Paulo, São Carlos – SP, 2021.

Uma rede complexa modela a inter-relação entre elementos nas mais diversas aplicações, tais
como redes sociais, organização de ruas em regiões urbanas, monitoramento de doenças e
co-ocorrência de tratamentos e infraestruturas de comunicação e de transporte. Para armazenar e
gerenciar grandes volumes de dados, os Sistemas Gerenciadores de Bases de Dados Relacionais
(SGBDRs) proporcionam um eficiente gerenciamento dos dados em disco, estando presente nos
mais diversos domínios de aplicação, incluindo o gerenciamento de informações corporativas,
de finanças, suporte médico ou clínico, e em reservas e agendamento de passagens aéreas.
Entretanto, os SGBDRs ainda enfrentam desafios para processar eficientemente consultas para
“navegar” em redes complexas representadas por grafos. Essas consultas, chamadas neste trabalho
de consultas em grafos, são frequentemente expressas por meio de consultas recursivas, as quais
realizam várias operações de junção entre uma tabela temporária interna que armazena resultados
intermediários e a tabela que armazena as arestas do grafo. Esta tese de doutorado foca no
desenvolvimento de métodos e de estruturas de dados especializadas baseadas em listas de
adjacência com o objetivo de melhorar o desempenho de consultas em grafos em um SGBDR
através de consultas recursivas. O objetivo principal deste projeto visa a questão: “Como podemos

melhorar o desempenho de consultas sobre dados de grafos executados em um SGBDR? ”. Para
respondê-la, foram propostas especializações em cada uma das tabelas envolvidas na consulta
recursiva: a tabela de arestas E e a tabela de resultados T. As modificações na tabela T consistem
em adicionar colunas de medida extras para permitir sua utilização em múltiplas consultas
em grafos executadas em uma única conexão de banco de dados. Por sua vez, a tabela E é
especializada para permitir o armazenamento de múltiplas arestas em uma única linha otimizada
para a execução de cada operação de junção da consulta recursiva. Experimentos usando dados
de SGBDRs modelados como grafos permitem concluir que: (i) enriquecer a tabela T melhora
a eficiência para executar várias consultas em grafo, como os tipos de consulta Single-Source
Shortest Path (SSSP), Componentes Conexas (CC) e PageRank (PR); (ii) agrupar as arestas da
tabela E em uma única linha melhora significativamente o desempenho de consultas recursivas
individualmente, reduzindo não apenas o tempo decorrido, mas também o tamanho necessário
em disco para armazenar os dados do grafo; e (iii) utilizar tabelas clusterizadas para agrupar as
arestas em uma única página de disco também melhora desempenho para consultas recursivas,
com a vantagem de exigir poucas alterações nas instruções SQL. No geral, especializar as tabelas
T e E ajuda a reduzir a lacuna de execução eficiente de consultas em grafo em um SGBDR.

Palavras-chave: Consultas Recursivas, Consultas em Grafos, SGBDR, Abordagens de Armaze-
namento em Listas de Adjacências.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

Complex networks are present everywhere, from social networks to communication
infrastructures, urban street organization, and protein interactions (BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016).
These networks are represented as graphs, where the nodes (i.e., entities) are mapped as vertices
and their relationships as edges. The rapid growth of Web-based applications has led to an
increasing volume of graph data (CORBELLINI et al., 2017), and the amount of applications
using graph structures to represent data has increased significantly in the last years. Such volume
is large enough to not fit in main memory, compelling application developers to rely on disk-
based approaches. There are many issues to solve beyond their storage, such as the need to
guarantee data independence, sharing, integrity, security, and redundancy control, to name a
few. Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs) provide infrastructure to support
disk-based data management, with some useful features such as storage, data buffering, indexing,
and query optimizations (ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016).

Since 1970, the Relational Model has been employed to meet the needs of data storage
in the most diverse application domains (CODD, 1970). Examples of domains include enter-
prise information (e.g., sales, accounting, human resources, and manufacturing), finance (e.g.,
banking and credit card transactions), telecommunication, and airline reservations and schedul-
ing (SILBERSCHATZ; KORTH; SUDARSHAN, 2005). The fundamental query language for
the Relational Model is the SQL (Structured Query Language), covering all the data definition,
manipulation, and retrieval in any RDBMS (GARCIA-MOLINA; ULLMAN; WIDOM, 2008).
SQL is a generic language that can manage data from various sources to support decision-making
based on data analysis and mining. However, they demand additional support to handle graphs
and execute queries efficiently. This need led to specific implementations and variations of
Database Management Systems (DBMSs) that do not follow the Relational Model, such as the
NoSQL (Not only SQL) Systems (CATTELL, 2011).

Graph-Based NoSQL Systems are DBMSs that focus on performing queries and analyses
over graphs (VICKNAIR et al., 2010; KLEPPMANN, 2017). They represent graphs using
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specialized structures, usually based on adjacency lists, to speed up operations that transverses the
graph’s vertices through its edges. They overcome the limitation imposed by RDBMSs because
they usually do not perform any join operation to “navigate” the graph data by transversing its
vertices. Examples of Graph-Based NoSQL Systems include Neo4j (VUKOTIC et al., 2014) and
GraphDB (GÜTING, 1994). Both systems employ graph structures and analysis techniques to
insert, update, and execute queries over the topological structure of networks (MCCOLL et al.,
2014). In general, these Graph-Based NoSQL Systems have better performance when processing
queries over the graph’s topology, computing paths between vertices, or ranking their importance
(e.g., ranking them through a PageRank algorithm or computing centrality metrics) (VICKNAIR
et al., 2010). However, RDBMSs still stands out in several other mining tasks over the data
regarding association rules, classification, clustering, and so on (ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016).

Although RDBMSs were not specifically designed to compute queries that “navigate” a
graph, they still play a role in managing and processing graphs (SAHU et al., 2017; SAHU et al.,
2019). These queries are often represented as recursive queries (ORDONEZ, 2005; PRZYMUS
et al., 2010; CORTESI; HALDER, 2013; AL-AMIN; ORDONEZ; BELLATRECHE, 2018),
characterized by computing repetitive join operations to perform a graph transversal (GAO et al.,
2014; FAN; RAJ; PATEL, 2015; JINDAL et al., 2015). Several graph analyses were mapped
as recursive queries to execute in RDBMSs (ZHAO; YU, 2017), and most RDBMSs, including
DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, and PostgreSQL support recursive queries. Join operations
plays a central role in almost every SQL query plan (SCHUH; CHEN; DITTRICH, 2016), being
studied and improved since its existence. Hence, this Ph.D. research aims at improving the
performance of recursive queries by either reducing the number of join operations performed or
using specialized storage approaches based on adjacency lists.

1.1 Motivation

The literature from the last years covers a range of optimizations for processing queries
that “navigate” the graph data stored in an RDBMS. EmptyHeaded (ABERGER et al., 2016;
ABERGER et al., 2017) and GraphGen (XIROGIANNOPOULOS; KHURANA; DESHPANDE,
2015; XIROGIANNOPOULOS; SRINIVAS; DESHPANDE, 2017; XIROGIANNOPOULOS;
DESHPANDE, 2017) materialize the graph stored in an RDBMS to process their queries through
third-party tools. GRFusion (HASSAN et al., 2017; HASSAN et al., 2018b; HASSAN et al.,
2018a) and Db2 Graph (TIAN et al., 2019; TIAN et al., 2020) create graph views to materialize
paths using customized commands and executes queries over these paths. Regarding recursive
query optimizations, there are approaches for reducing its intermediary size’s results (ORDONEZ,
2005); partitioning methods for the edge table (GAO et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2017; SEO; AHN;
IM, 2019); specialized data representations based on adjacency lists (SUN et al., 2015; CHEN,
2013; AHMED; THOMO, 2017); in-memory graph process engines (MA et al., 2016; ZHAO
et al., 2019); relational matrix algebra adaptations (DOLMATOVA; AUGSTEN; BÖHLEN,
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2020); and the development of new relational operators (ZHAO; YU, 2017). The relevance of
recursive queries as a field of study can be seen through several research articles (ORDONEZ;
CABRERA; GURRAM, 2017; JINDAL et al., 2015; FAN; RAJ; PATEL, 2015; SIMMEN et al.,
2014; PASSING et al., 2017; FLORATOS et al., 2018; CABRERA; ORDONEZ, 2017). Hence,
the large quantity of research and studies over recursive queries motivated us to further improve
recursive queries’ performance.

Another motivation for this research refers to providing interoperability between queries
that “navigate” through entities in the database and other queries regarding mining tasks and
analyses (e.g., grouping, classification, and clustering) over the same data. The alternatives for
materializing the graph in a third-party tool or employing Graph-Based NoSQL Systems emerged
to provide efficiency mainly for the category of queries that transverse the graph. However, in
the era of data that we live in nowadays, providing efficiency for only one restricted category
of queries is no longer enough. Researchers and practitioners usually cross data from several
domains to acquire broader and more comprehensive information regarding an object of study.
For example, given a study over disease spread in a city, some transversal queries may be:

(i) What is the closest hospital or healthcare facility to my current location?;

(ii) Retrieve the most propitious place to build a temporary medical service station considering

the critical regions in the city with high transmission rates.; and

(iii) Search for all the citizens not immune to a given disease within up to 10 blocks from a

point of interest, such as parks, museums, and others.

Queries (i), (ii), and (iii) require materializing paths over the topology of a city, but they only
provide an initial insight into the disease spread. It will only be possible to understand and better
contain the spread when we complement the answer to these queries with detailed data from the
affected citizens, such as grouping them by their age range and categorizing their vulnerabilities
to more severe disease’s cases, or by considering the available resources for treating the disease
in hospitals or healthcare facilities. Moreover, recursive tasks are a fundamental part of Computer
Sciences, being employed in a range of Machine Learning algorithms and are not limited to graph
data (JANKOV et al., 2020). Therefore, improving the execution of recursive queries without
relying on materializing the graph in third-party external tools nor employing Graph-Based
NoSQL Systems would help to execute broader and more complex analyses.

There is also an extensive range of data that can be analyzed as a graph (PAPALEXAKIS
et al., 2016). Table 1 exemplifies ten datasets that can be usefully modeled as graphs, showing
possible mappings to sets of vertices and edges. For example, in a power grid dataset, the vertices
may be the power stations, while the edges are the energy wires connecting them. For the
medicine field, the vertices may be the diseases and symptoms observed in a group of patients,
and the edges are their co-occurrence among these patients (ROTMENSCH et al., 2017). For a
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research network, the vertices are the researchers, while the edges can be either co-authorship in
the same publication or the works cited between them. The other examples in Table 1 follow the
same reasoning. Notice that there may be several related data to improve the studies performed,
as previously discussed. For instance, regarding urban streets, finding only the shortest paths
may not suffice because some paths can pass through dangerous or highly criminal areas in a
city. Hence, searching simultaneously for the shortest and the safer paths provides more relevant
analysis over the data (GALBRUN; PELECHRINIS; TERZI, 2016).

Table 1 – Examples of datasets modeled as graphs, showing their respective sets of vertices and edges.

Dataset Vertices Edges

Power grid Power stations Energy wires
Internet Routers and Hubs Data wires

Web Web pages Hyperlinks
Medicine Diseases and Symptoms Co-occurrence among patients

Urban Streets Street intersections Street segments
Social Networks People Friendship

Research Networks Researchers or Authors Co-authorship or citations
Aerial Transportation Airports Flights

Email Networks Receivers and Senders Emails
Protein Iteractions Protein Interactions between them

Source: Elaborated by the author.

1.2 Objectives and Contributions

This Ph.D. research aims at answering the following question: “How can we improve the

performance of queries over graph data executed in a RDBMS?”. Our main challenge regarding
this research question refers to the complexity of efficiently executing graph queries in a RDBMS
thought recursive queries. Accordingly, we propose methods and specialized data structures to
optimize such queries’ execution. Due to the extensive range of studies, methods, and techniques
over recursive queries, in this Ph.D. research, we propose the following thesis:

Thesis. By specializing data structures (i.e., tables, indexes, and internal data representa-

tions) in a RDBMS using adjacency-based storage approaches, it is possible to improve

the performance of graph queries that depends on the several join operations involved in

recursive query executions.

A recursive query includes an initial statement declaring a temporary table to store each
iteration’s results. The temporary table T is first initialized, then iteratively joined with the table
E representing the graph’s edges. At each iteration, the results in the table T converges to the
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expected outcome for the graph query processed. Each join operation can be computationally
costly because the table E denotes a many-to-many relationship in the RDBMS, and most of
the recursive queries require several of these join operations. In order to achieve our goal of
efficiently executing graph queries, we divide our Ph.D. research into two questions, each one
focusing on specializing one of the tables employed in the recursive queries: the tables T and E.

Question 1. Is it possible to improve the performance of executing multiple graph queries,

such as Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Connected Components (CC), and PageRank

(PR), by combining them into a single recursive query which employs an enhanced result

table T containing the result of each graph query in a distinct column?

Enhancing table T consists of including extra measurement columns, one for each graph
query. Therefore, we enable multiple computations simultaneously without re-evaluating the
same join operations in the recursive query. Adding extra columns results in costlier join opera-
tions because the result table T has a larger size and requires multiple aggregation functions, one
for each graph query. However, despite being individually costlier, we have fewer join opera-
tions executed when considering analyses that require multiple graph query results. Chapter 3
discusses the results from this trade-off of enhancing the table T focused on answering Ques-
tion 1, showing improvements in the performance of executing either multiple SSSP queries
and combining SSSP, CC, and PR queries. In this research, we enhanced table T through the
SHARq (SHAred Recursive queries) framework, and the work Scabora et al. (2021) reports the
contributions related to this question.

Question 2. Is it possible to increase the recursive join operation performance when pro-

cessing graph queries by enhancing the edge table E representation using adjacency-based

storage approaches?

Notice that enhancing table T focuses on processing multiple graph queries, not improv-
ing the performance of executing each individual join operation. Question 2 from this Ph.D.
research focuses on specializing the table E with adjacency-list storage approaches. The most
straightforward way to perform this enhancement is by grouping the edges for each vertex’s
neighborhood. Consequently, we enable adjacency lists, or at least part of them, represented in
the RDBMS. Chapter 4 presents the approaches proposed in this Ph.D. research to group the
edges in the table E, focused on answering Question 2 by improving the performance of the
join operations executed in recursive queries. Two different groping methods were proposed in
this research. The former is the table Edge-k, which groups multiple edges from each vertex’
neighborhood into a single tuple in the table. The works Scabora et al. (2017), Scabora et al.

(2018) report all results related to this contribution. The latter method groups these edges into
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the same disk page on the computer hard disk through clustered table physical designs. The work
Scabora et al. (2020) reports the results related to this contribution.

1.3 Manuscript Organization
This chapter summarized the motivation, objective, addressed questions, and main

contributions of this Ph.D. research. The remaining parts of this manuscript are organized as
follows:

∙ Chapter 2 reviews the required background. We highlight some of the existing limitations
found in the literature that we tackle in the next chapters;

∙ Chapter 3 extends the concept of recursive queries, presents an application scenario driven
by the interoperability of graph data and other data in the RDBMS, and answers Question 1
by proposing the SHARq framework to share the execution of multiple graph queries;

∙ Chapter 4 presents our contributions regarding enhancing the table E using adjacency-list
storage approaches, answering the Question 2 of this Ph.D. research; and

∙ Chapter 5 concludes this manuscript, reviewing the main contributions and resulting
publications, besides a range of potential future works.
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CHAPTER

2
GRAPH QUERY PROCESSING IN AN

RDBMS

This chapter presents the relevant background related to RDBMSs, complex networks
represented by graphs, and the execution of queries and other analyses over graph data.

2.1 Relational Database Management Systems

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a general-purpose computer system whose
objective is to enable users to define, build, manipulate, and share databases among different
applications. Moreover, a DBMS allows the management and protection of any database for
extended time periods (SILBERSCHATZ; KORTH; SUDARSHAN, 2005). The Relational
Model employs a collection of relations to represent both the data itself and the relationships
among them. A relation defines a set of attributes to describe its tuples, where each attribute has
a unique name to identify it. Each tuple has a value for every attribute defined in the relation,
and some specific attributes may also be assigned as a Primary Key (PK), a Foreign Key (FK),
or both. The Relational Model is widely adopted in most existing database systems (SILBER-
SCHATZ; KORTH; SUDARSHAN, 2005; ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016), covering a wide range
of applications, including the ones that managing graph data (SAHU et al., 2017; SAHU et al.,
2019). Each relation is implemented as a table, where a column represents an attribute and a row
represents a tuple (GARCIA-MOLINA; ULLMAN; WIDOM, 2008). In this manuscript, we
adopt the following nomenclature to distinguish a concept from the Relational Model (the first
term) and its implementation in a DBMS (the second term): relation and table, tuples and rows,
and columns and attributes.

An RDBMS is a DBMS based on the Relational Model. Most data manipulation in an
RDBMS is performed using a Structured Query Language (SQL) (GARCIA-MOLINA; ULL-
MAN; WIDOM, 2008; ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016). SQL has mainly two sublanguages, the
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Data Definition Language (DDL) for commands over the schema definition, such as creating and
deleting tables, and the Data Manipulation Language (DML), for manipulating the data stored in
the table, such as inserting and removing rows. The primary operations defined by the DML sub-
language include projection, selection, cartesian product, joining, renaming, grouping, ordering,
and union (SILBERSCHATZ; KORTH; SUDARSHAN, 2005; GARCIA-MOLINA; ULLMAN;
WIDOM, 2008). The standardization provided by the SQL language can be considered as one
of the main reasons for the success of existing commercial RDBMSs (ELMASRI; NAVATHE,
2016). Moreover, by using SQL commands in the DDL sublanguage, it is also possible to define
index structures over the tables in the schema to speed up DML operations’ execution, especially
for data retrieval tasks.

An index is any data structure that, given the values of one or more attributes from a
relation, efficiently retrieves the records filtered by those values (GARCIA-MOLINA; ULLMAN;
WIDOM, 2008). In particular, an index associates values from the attributes with a data type
named ROWID, which uniquely identifies where a row resides on the disk. Employing an index
to locate the desired tuples enables avoiding to access all the records in a table, which requires
a large amount of disk reading operations. For example, the summary of this manuscript can
be interpreted as an index structure. It allows the reader to quickly retrieve the location (i.e.,
page) of any desired chapter or section. The indexes can be divided between primary (i.e.,
grouped) and secondary (i.e., not grouped) (SILBERSCHATZ; KORTH; SUDARSHAN, 2005).
In the primary index, the tuples’ order in the table is determined by the indexed values, limiting
only one primary index per table. In a secondary index, the order of tuples is independent of
the index structure, allowing the definition of multiple secondary indexes on the same table.
Among the main indexing techniques implemented in RDBMSs, the following three types stands
out (ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016): B+-tree, Hash and Bitmap.

2.1.1 Processing Join Operations

Processing join operations is essential to almost every query plan (SCHUH; CHEN;
DITTRICH, 2016). These operations were extensively studied, improved, and reexamined by the
database community. This section describes the three most common join operations (ELMASRI;
NAVATHE, 2016; SCHUH; CHEN; DITTRICH, 2016), named Nested-Loop, Sort-Merge, and
Hash-Join. The description considers the join operation between two tables, R and S, based on
comparing the attribute r from table R with the attribute s from table S.

The Nested-Loop join operation, also called brute force join operation, does not require
any previous knowledge of the tables R and S. It works with any comparison operator in the join
condition, such as the equality (i.e., =), the difference (i.e., ̸=), and the inequality operators (i.e.,
>, <, ≥, and ≤). Such a comparison operator also refers to the predicate in the query execution.
For each tuple in table R, the implementation scans the tuples present in table S employing the
comparison operator and retrieving the combinations that satisfy the predicate. Regarding the
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equality operator, for example, this join operation only retrieves tuples where R.r = S.s. A
variation of this implementation is the index-based Nested-Loop, which uses only the index
structure instead of accessing the table if that index has the columns required in the query.

In the Sort-Merge join operation, its implementation loads the disk pages from both tables
R and S into the primary memory. The tuples on each disk page are then sorted by the attribute
used in the comparison operator. By executing the comparison co-sequentially between the pair
of disk pages, one from each table, the operation retrieves combinations of tuples that satisfy
the comparison operator employed. Like the Nested-Loop join operation, index structures can
be used instead of accessing the table, mainly because they are already sorted. The Sort-Merge
join operation is efficient when the join attribute already orders the tuples in the table. That is, it
is especially advantageous if combined with primary indexes. The problem refers to using the
Sort-Merge join operation over secondary indexes, where the tuples can be physically distributed
across multiple disk pages, thus requiring several random accesses.

The Hash-Join operation’s implementation divides the tuples from tables R and S into
chunks based on a hash function employed over the compared attributes, r and s, respectively.
This operation is divided into build and probe steps. The build step scans the table R, for example,
organizing its tuples into chunks using the hash function. The probing step scans the table S,
combining its tuples with the tuples from table R whenever they are hashed into the same chunk
and respects the comparison operator. It is important to notice that the Hash-Join operation only
works with the equality operation (i.e., =) since it relies on organizing the compared tuples into
the same chunks. Despite being efficient, the main problem with this implementation lies in the
fact that the primary memory may not be enough to store or the build step or the probe step’s
result, requiring the chunks’ management in the disk, negatively impacting the performance of
queries. Moreover, there are non-partitioned and partitioned Hash-Join operation categories. The
former uses a global hash table, and the latter divides the data into partitions, building hash tables
for every one of them in the build step.

Alternatively to these three join operation implementations, it is possible to store the
result from the join operation, keeping them in a new table or materialized view (VALDURIEZ,
1987). If this new table or view is indexed, queries over it would be efficient. However, their
occupied disk space can be enormous. Moreover, for the recursive queries explored in this
research, keeping such a table or view updated may lead to its total reconstruction for each insert,
update, or delete operation performed.

Notice that executing join operations is computationally costly independently of the
join operation employed. Hence, our focus in this project is to employ specialized storage
approaches to execute recursive queries. Following the hypothesis from this Ph.D. research (see
Section 1.2), in Question 1 we aim at reducing the number of join operations executed across
multiple recursive queries. Regarding Question 2, our goal is to improve the performance of
executing each join operation. Hence, our thesis contributions focus on reducing both quantities
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and individual computational costs of these three join operations’ execution.

2.1.2 Physical Data Organization

The three-schema architecture of an RDBMS describes its organization in three different
conceptual levels (ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016). Each level is defined as follows, ordered from
the highest to lowest conceptual levels:

∙ The External or View Level is the highest conceptual level and refers to the information
about the schema and user’s permission access. It defines the parts of the database’s schema
that a user, or a group of users, have access to manage and retrieve the data stored. All the
other parts in the schema are hidden from these users;

∙ The Conceptual Level refers to the conceptual schema, describing the database’s structure
for a group of users. This level includes the description of entities (i.e., tables), data types
of each attribute, relationships between entities, operations performed by users, and all the
constraints defined over the data (e.g., FKs). This level is an intermediary level because it
hides any detail about the physical storage structures; and

∙ The Internal or Physical Level refers to every physical storage structure employed by the
RDBMS. It describes the location of tables and indexes in the disk with their access paths.

Based on the three-schema architecture, the RDBMS starts by converting a query per-
formed at the external level to the conceptual level, validating schemes, and structures. Then, the
RDBMS converts from the conceptual level to the physical level, where the data is stored, to
retrieve it. Retrieving the data is made by random accesses on a disk (ELMASRI; NAVATHE,
2016). This process transfers the tuples, or rows, from the tables between the disk and main mem-
ory and takes place in units of disk blocks or pages. Monitoring and reducing this transference is
essential in RDBMSs or any other system that accesses data from disk.

In this Ph.D. research, we propose specialized storage approaches that mainly affect
the physical level, organizing the stored data based on adjacency-lists. However, there are also
modifications at the conceptual level, mainly because our proposal introduces additional columns
to the tables. Take, for example, the use of Clustered Tables1. A Clustered Table groups the data
from one or more tables that share the same attribute. The attributes used for grouping are named
grouping key, and they are used to group tuples having the same values of these attributes into a
specific disk page or block. As a result, any join operation over clustered tables based on the
grouping key can be efficiently performed because the data blocks that will be combined tend to
be the same, or at least to be close on the disk. We performed experiments using Clustered Tables
as specialized storage approaches for optimizing recursive queries, as detailed in Chapter 4.

1 <https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/clustrs.htm>

https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/ADMIN/clustrs.htm
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2.2 Complex Networks and Graphs

Complex networks help in modeling data from several domains, such as networks of
social interaction, product recommendation, communication infrastructure, and urban street
organization (BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016). In Table 1 we reviewed some examples of these
modellings. Complex networks are usually structured in terms of two sets, the vertices (i.e.,
entities, or nodes) and edges (i.e., their relationships, or links). Both sets can be stored and
managed using tables in an RDBMS. Moreover, RDBMSs can also be used to manipulate these
tables among various users and applications (ELMASRI; NAVATHE, 2016).

A graph is formally represented as a pair of sets G = {V,E}. On the one hand, Table
V stores the entities in set V , in which every v ∈ V have an identifier id and other properties
that define them, such as its name. On the other hand, Table E stores the relationship set E,
defining the links between the entities in V . Each e in E has a pair of foreign keys, idsrc and
idtgt , denoting the identifiers from its source and target vertices in V , respectively. Additional
properties to the edges include their weight or distance, and these properties are important to a
range of analyses, such as the ones described in Section 2.2.2. This manuscript employs the terms
complex networks and graphs interchangeably since a graph represents a complex network.

2.2.1 Graph Characteristics and Categories

There are multiple statistical models to study graphs (HAN; KAMBER; PEI, 2011). The
most popular are the scale-free and random graph models. The scale-free model states that the
graph follows a power-law distribution. Power law distribution, also known as the heavy-tailed
distribution, follows the 80/20 rule of the Pareto principle (BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016). In this
rule, approximately 80% of the vertices have a low quantity of neighbors, usually one or two,
while only 20% of them concentrate most of the graph’s edges. For the random graph model,
there exists the Erdős–Rény e Newman-Watts-Strogatz models. Figure 1 illustrates both of these
models. The Erdős–Rény model, in Figure 1(a), considers a probability pErdos to create an edge
between every pair of vertices in the graph (ALBERT; BARABÁSI, 2002). The Newman-Watts-
Strogatz model, in Figure 1(b), initially connects the vertices in a ring, then creates a number
XNewman of shortcuts in between pairs of vertices in the ring (NEWMAN; WATTS, 1999).

Despite these graph models, graphs are also divided into a range of categories or types,
and, in this section, we summarize them. The first division refers to directed and undirected
categories of graphs (BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016). In a directed graph, if there is an edge from
a vertex vi to a vertex v j, with vi and v j ∈V , not necessarily there is an edge in the opposite way.
A typical example of this category is sending emails, where person i sends an email to person j.
Here, the email is the edge between the two persons i and j, but not necessarily there is an edge
from person j to person i. In an undirected graph, every edge is symmetric. That is, if there is an
edge from vi to v j, there will be an edge from v j tovi having the same properties (e.g., weight or
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distance). A typical example of this category is the “friendship” relationship in social networks,
in which if a person i is a friend of person j, the opposite is also true. The standard approach
to represent an undirected graph in an RDBMS is by appending edges to the table E with their
source and target identifiers inverted.

Figure 1 – The two random models used to generate synthetic graphs: (a) Erdős–Rény model creates edges
between each pair of vertices based on a probability pErdos; and (b) Newman-Watts-Strogatz
model organizes the vertices in a ring and creates XNewman shortcuts between each pair of
vertices in the ring.

(a) Erdős–Rényi (b) Newman-Watts-Strogatz

shortcut

probability

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The second category or division refers to a graph being bipartite or non-bipartite
(BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016). The vertex set V can be split into two disjoint subsets in a
bipartite graph, V A and V B. In this category of graph, edges can only exist between a vertex
va ∈ V A and a vertex vb ∈ V B . That is, in a bipartite graph, no edge can be created between
two vertices from the same subset. They only can originate from one subset to another, and
vice versa. An example of this category is a teaching graph modeling professor and students.
Both professors and students are persons, being the entities (i.e., vertices) of the graph. They
are not only disjoint groups, but also the “teaching” relationships are only possible between
teachers and students. A bipartite graph can be projected into non-bipartite ones by defining
edges between pairs of vertices from V A if they both connect to the same vertex in V B. In the
example, the projection refers to creating a graph by connecting students that learned from the
same professors.

Based on subsets of vertices, we can also create induced subgraphs from them (FAN;
WU; XU, 2016). The induced subgraph G′ is composed of a subset of vertices V ′ and filtering
only the edges whose both endpoints are in V ′. The subset of vertices V ′ may be retrieved based
on a range of analysis. Considering the examples from this section, we can filter professors from
a specific area or famous people in a friendship social network to focus on their relationships.
In particular, induced subgraphs may be employed for scalability evaluation since they can
generate varying-size graphs from the same domain. Moreover, Table 4 presents some examples
of induced subgraphs from social networks, medical domains, and georeferenced graphs used in
the scalability experiments realized in this project.
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Finally, a particular type of graph worth mentioning is the Georeferenced Graph. For
example, we refer to a georeferenced graph when set E represents a set of street segments
(i.e., relationships or edges), and set V is the set of street intersections (i.e., entities or vertices).
Each vertex v ∈ V has, in addition to its identifier id, the pair of georeferenced coordinates
latitude and longitude. Each edge e ∈ E has at least a distance property that corresponds to the
street segment’s length, usually measured in meters. The subcategory of georeferenced graphs
describes street meshes of cities and urban regions, being directed when referring to vehicles and
undirected for pedestrians.

2.2.2 Graph Queries

Graph queries are computations executed over the graph to retrieve its statistics, navigate
through the vertices using their relationships (i.e., edges), or analyzing some of its characteristics.
Table 2 shows a rank containing the top 5 query types most performed over graphs, as described
in Sahu et al. (2017) and Sahu et al. (2019). The authors acquired this rank in an extensive study
that consisted of an online survey, exploring emails, source repository, papers, and interviews
with researchers and practitioners. This section describes these graph query types, which are
explored during this Ph.D. research, as reported in both Chapters 3 and 4.

Table 2 – Rank with the top 5 graph query types executed by both researchers and practitioners, with
respective aliases and variations.

rank graph query aliases

1 Finding Connected Components SCC and WCC, or CC in general
2 Neighborhood queries Egonet, Distribution Degree
3 Finding short/shortest paths Reachability, SSSP
4 Subgraph matching n-cliques
5 Ranking and retrieving centrality scores PR, Betweenness, and Completeness

Source: Adapted from Sahu et al. (2019).

Before discussing the graph queries, we first need to define paths within a graph. A path
p = v1

p
 vn is a sequence of non-repeated vertices, where each vertex is connected to the next

vertex along the path by a relationship or edge (BARABÁSI; PÓSFAI, 2016). We then define
a component as a subset of vertices V ′ with all its pairs of vertices connected by a path. In an
undirected graph, each component is called Weakly Connected Component (WCC), and in a
directed graph, these components are named Strongly Connected Components (SCC). Finding
Connected Components (CC) is placed first on the graph query types rank because it helps in
many analyses over graph data, such as identifying clusters or communities in the graph.

For the Neighborhood query type, we cover the Egonet and Distribution Degree queries.
An Egonet query retrieves the neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V , corresponding to the vertices
directly connected to the given vertex v by only one relationship or edge (MCCOLL et al., 2014).
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The degree of a vertex degreev is the size of its neighborhood, measured by the number of
vertices in it. In an undirected graph, we retrieve all vertices which have an edge originated from
or targeting the vertex v (BOCCALETTI et al., 2006). In a directed graph, the vertex’s degree is
divided into in and out-degrees. The out-degree refers to retrieving the vertices based on the edges
originated from the vertex v. Conversely, the in-degree considers the edges whose destination is
the vertex v. A usual approach to combine both in and out-degree is by summing them. Moreover,
evaluating the proportion of every vertex’s degree in a graph leads to the Distribution Degree
query, which is mostly used to validating if the graph follows a power-law distribution.

The third query type in the rank refers to finding short and shortest paths. We obtain the
path size by counting the number of vertices in it. It is important to notice that, in a graph, there
will probably be multiple paths connecting each pair of vertices. Thus, finding the shortest path
refers to finding the path with minimal size. Searching for these paths leads to a Reachability
query, which checks if there is at least one path between a pair of vertices. If there is a distance,
weight, or length property in the edge, we define the path length as the sum of the corresponding
property value in the path. Two common queries here are the Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP),
which calculates the shortest path’s length from a given vertex v ∈V to every other vertex in the
graph, and All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP), computing the shortest paths between every pair
of vertices in the graph. The Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra’s algorithms are the usual approaches
for computing the SSSP queries, while the Floyd-Warshall and Johnson’s algorithms are the
preferred approaches for the APSP queries (CORMEN et al., 2009).

The fourth place in the rank performs subgraph matching, corresponding to finding
induced subgraphs with similar topology. A straightforward example is the triangle count-
ing (TSOURAKAKIS et al., 2011), which retrieves the number of triangle-induced subgraphs in
the graph. More generally, we consider a triangle-induced subgraph as a subgraph composed of
tree vertices, and each one of them being connected to every other vertex in the induced subgraph.
Considering that a “clique” is an induced subgraph where every vertex connects to each other,
a triangle is a particular example of a 3-clique query (KARDES; GUNES, 2010). This kind of
query can be expanded to 4-clique, 5-clique, and so on, which we refer to as n-clique queries.

Lastly, there are queries that retrieve a measurement value for each vertex or edge in
the graph. These measurements are relevant to recommendation systems since they leverage
the vertex’s significance in the graph (KIM; CANDAN; SAPINO, 2016). The PageRank (PR)
calculates the vertex importance based on the importance of the vertices in its neighborhood.
This importance is determined by the probability of visiting this vertex while performing
several random navigations over the graph’s vertices through its edges. Other measures for
quantifying the relevance of a vertex in the graph include the Betweenness and Closeness
centrality scores (BRANDES, 2008).
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2.2.3 Graph Data Management and Storage

To execute graph queries efficiently over a range of graph data, many researchers and com-
panies invested in non-relational forms of storing data, resulting in NoSQL alternatives (HECHT;
JABLONSKI, 2011; CORBELLINI et al., 2017). NoSQL systems usually hold semi-structured
and unstructured data, mainly focusing on distributing the data storage and avoiding processing
complex join operations required when processing graph queries in a RDBMS. They also avoid
following a strict schema for structuring the data, imposed by the relational model, which results
in not efficiently storing and managing semi-structured data (MOHAN, 2013). The NoSQL
alternatives are divided into four categories (LEAVITT, 2010; CATTELL, 2011; CORBELLINI
et al., 2017): Key-Value, Column-oriented, Document-oriented, and Graph-oriented.

Graph-oriented NoSQL Systems, also referred to in this manuscript as NoSQL databases,
store data in a graph-like structure, usually representing the edges as direct references to the disk
data instead of using the list of edges as in RDBMSs (CORBELLINI et al., 2017). An example
of such NoSQL databases is the Neo4j2, an open-source project based on Lucene indexes to
store and access data from vertices and their relationships. Studies revealed that Neo4j is more
efficient than a relational database (i.e., MySQL) when dealing with traversal queries, i.e., queries
looking for shortest paths with lengths bigger than three (GROLINGER et al., 2013; VUKOTIC
et al., 2014; VICKNAIR et al., 2010). However, it is essential to mention that the performance
of Neo4j is negatively impacted by the size of the query result, which can achieve huge sizes
for large graphs and path lengths (VUKOTIC et al., 2014). Other examples of Graph-oriented
NoSQL databases includes InfiniteGraph3, InfoGrid4, HypergraphDB5, and AllegroGraph6.

The primary language to manipulate and retrieve graph data from the Neo4j graph-
oriented NoSQL database is named Cypher7. Source code 1 exemplifies a SSSP query expressed
in Cypher language8. It starts in Line 1 with a clause MATCH, which sets the vertex vi, the vertex
with the identifier id = ‘i’, as the source of the query. Then, Line 2 calls the algorithm for
computing shortest paths starting from vi, using the property named cost as the distance or
weight of the edge when computing the path length. Line 3 returns the vertices found at the
end of each path, with their respective path length value. Finally, Line 4 returns these results,
renaming the vertices found as destination, and the path length as distance.

Another alternative to RDBMSs and NoSQL systems are the new database systems that
have emerged named NewSQL (STONEBRAKER, 2012). NewSQLs are systems that follow
the Relational Model and are prepared for distributed architectures, always maintaining the

2 <https://neo4j.com/>
3 <http://www.objectivity.com/products/infinitegraph/>
4 <http://infogrid.org/trac/>
5 <http://hypergraphdb.org/>
6 <https://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/>
7 <https://neo4j.com/developer/cypher/>
8 <https://neo4j.com/docs/graph-algorithms/current/labs-algorithms/single-source-shortest-path/>

https://neo4j.com/
http://www.objectivity.com/products/infinitegraph/
http://infogrid.org/trac/
http://hypergraphdb.org/
https://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/
https://neo4j.com/developer/cypher/
https://neo4j.com/docs/graph-algorithms/current/labs-algorithms/single-source-shortest-path/
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transactional properties ACID (i.e., Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) of an
RDBMS (CORBELLINI et al., 2017). In other words, they allow the RDBMS to have horizontal
scalability, maintaining the fault tolerance provided by NoSQL (GROLINGER et al., 2013)
systems. Examples of the NewSQL system include VoltDB 9, NuoDB 10 and Clustrix11.

1: MATCH (vi : V {id : ‘i’})
2: CALL algo. shortestPath . deltaStepping . stream (vi, ‘cost’, 3.0)
3: YIELD vertexId , distance
4: RETURN algo. asNode ( vertexId ).id AS destination , distance

Source code 1 – Example of an SSSP query, expressed in Cypher language, executed in
Neo4j.

Among these examples, VoltDB stands out, being considered much faster for managing
data than several RDBMSs (e.g., PostgreSQL, MySQL, DB2, and SQL Server) in a range of
applications (STONEBRAKER; WEISBERG, 2013). VoltDB stores all data in main memory,
without the need to perform buffer management, but its performance may degrade without
sufficient primary memory. That is, the NewSQL alternative may not perform well when it is
required to perform swap operations to disk. For processing graph queries and managing graph
data, we highlighted VoltDB because of an existing proposal named Graph Relational Fusion
(GRFusion) (HASSAN et al., 2017; HASSAN et al., 2018b; HASSAN et al., 2018a). We provide
the details of the GRFusion proposal in Section 2.3.2.3 while describing the alternatives to
process graph queries in RDBMSs.

2.3 Graph Management in RDBMSs

In the previous sections, we covered the topics referring to RDBMSs in Section 2.1, and
graph management and computations in Section 2.2. This section combines these two topics by
describing the main methods and approaches to manage graph data in RDBMSs.

There are three main storage schemas for graph data management employing RDBMSs:
(a) triple store schema; (b) binary tables; and (c) n-ary tables (LEVANDOSKI; MOKBEL, 2009).
The triple store schema (a) represents the data from the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
stored following with the Entity–Attribute–Value model (EAV). RDF organizes data as triples
<subject,property,value >. The subject is the identifier id of the entity, the property
represents an attribute of the entity, whose value is denoted by value. In this schema, both
attributes and relationships between the entities are described as properties (NEUMANN;
WEIKUM, 2010). Binary tables (b) consists of grouping each distinct property value into a

9 <https://www.voltdb.com/>
10 <https://www.nuodb.com/>
11 <https://www.clustrix.com/>

https://www.voltdb.com/
https://www.nuodb.com/
https://www.clustrix.com/
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specific table. Multiple binary tables are then named by the property value, and only require
two columns: subject and value. The binary tables correspond to storing column-oriented
tables, requiring to join tuples from different property tables, using their respective subject
value, to retrieve all the properties from the entities stored. Storing these multiple properties
as different columns in the same table leads to the n-ary representation (c) (LEVANDOSKI;
MOKBEL, 2009).

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a property graph with two entities v1 and v2. Each
entity’s property may include its name, age, and the university where he or she works. For the
triple store schema in Figure 2(a), we illustrate the respective RDF table, where each triple
defines a different property in a distinct tuple. Figure 2(b) illustrates the binary table schema,
in which the properties name, university and age are in separated tables. Figure 2(c) shows
the n-ary representation of the property graph, organizing the properties into different columns.
Notice that this last representation may lead to empty columns, represented using the NULL value.

Figure 2 – Property graph example representing the three storage schemas: (a) the RDF table; (b) binary
tables; and (c) an n-ary table.

USP

USP

Source: Elaborated by the author.

Storing the edges as a property in the n-ary representation may result in sparse tables.
Hence, the tables are usually separated into the vertex V and edge E tables. The table E is
implemented as a many-to-many relationship table. It follows the Edge List (CORMEN et al.,
2009) representation, storing each edge in a single row. There are other representations for edges,
such as Adjacency Matrix (MARUHASHI et al., 2012) and Adjacency-List (CORMEN et al.,
2009). Each of these representations leads to different computational complexities to process
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graph queries and other analyses. Remarkably, the Adjacency-List representation is considered
the most efficient for retrieving a vertex neighborhood, operation pretty common while executing
graph queries since it already provides them organized in a proper list. Therefore, in this Ph.D.
research, we focused on enriching the table E with adjacency-list storage approaches, as we
highlighted in our hypothesis and research questions (see Section 1.2).

2.3.1 Hybrid Storage Approaches based on Adjacency-Lists

This section details the hybrid approaches combining the Edge Lists and Adjacency-List
storage approaches in RDBMSs. The straightforward approach is to store the Adjacency-List in
a column of vector or array data type (CHEN, 2013). In this approach, each tuple in the table
stores the neighborhood’s edges in a single column. The authors that proposed it focused on
scenarios in which all vertices have a small degreev value, which is not true considering that
the graph usually follows a power-law distribution (see Section 2.2.1). Moreover, the authors
did not explore scenarios where the neighborhood column size is larger than the disk page
size configured for the RDBMS (see Section 2.1.2). However, such a straightforward approach
does not meet the First Normal Form (1NF) property from the Relational Model (ELMASRI;
NAVATHE, 2016) because it is storing a multi-valued attribute. Additionally, the authors also
did not explore how the adapt the graph query execution to employ this hybrid representation.

Another hybrid approach is the DB2RDF (BORNEA et al., 2013), which proposes to
group sets of properties into the same columns for the n-ary table representation. DB2RDF limits
the n value in the n-ary table representation to a maximum of k properties per row. This strategy
focused on minimizing the number of NULL values, such as exemplified with the property age in
Figure 2(c). If an entity has more properties than k, they are split into several rows repeating the
same value in the subject column. Since the same column can store distinct properties, instead
of only having the column value, each property is represented by a pair of columns denoting
its property name and the respective value. A graph coloring algorithm is employed to avoid
overloading columns with predicates that usually co-occur together, thus using a hash function to
determine which columns will store each property value. The analysis from the authors focused
on queries from four benchmarks, aiming at comparing the query optimizations performed by
SPARQL12 and by the RDBMS (i.e., internally optimizing the SQL query). However, these
queries primarily focused on retrieving properties from the entities, not exploring the paths in
these graphs as required for the graph queries explored in this research (see Section 2.2.2).

The SQLGraph (SUN et al., 2015) extended DB2RDF by incorporating columns storing
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). SQLGraph proposes a schema that employs relational tables
to store the adjacency information from the graph’s vertices. Both vertex and edge properties
were stored into separated tables, one for the vertices and the other one for the edges. Each group
of properties per-vertex or per-edge were stored into a single JSON object, identified by its id

12 <https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/>

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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value. If the graph has multiple edge sets, each with a different semantic, they are all stored into
a single edge table in the SQLGraph proposal. SQLGraph also mixed the SQL and Gremlin13

programming languages to perform graph traversals and update operations. This proposal’s main
problem is storing the edge’s properties in a separated table, requiring several lookups in it while
computing the shortest paths in a SSSP query, for example.

Despite not being a hybrid storage approach for an RDBMS, the GraphChi frame-
work (KYROLA; BLELLOCH; GUESTRIN, 2012) is a disk-based system for efficiently com-
puting graph algorithms. GraphChi splits the edges into intervals, namely shards, where each
shard stores the edges sorted by their source vertex identifier idsrc. The framework requires that
every shard fits entirely in memory. GraphChi does not follow an RDBMS-based approach.
However, it motivates our research to adapt its specialized storage approach to an RDBMS. We
explored this idea by employing it with the Clustered Tables physical design (see Section 2.1.2)
and reported both the proposal and results in Section 4.2.

All in all, this section reviews the main topics for the Question 2 of this Ph.D. research.
We tackled these hybrid representations with our proposals and analyses described in Chapter 4.

2.3.2 Graph Query Processing in a RDBMS

Figure 3 illustrates the management and execution of queries over graph-like data stored
in an RDBMS. Figure 3(a) exemplifies some expected outputs from these queries, such as
exploring vertex properties, retrieving shortest-paths information, ranking and calculating graph
metrics, investigating communities, among others. Figure 3(b) refers to executing these queries
using recursive queries, and it is detailed in Section 2.3.2.1. Figure 3(c) denotes frameworks to
extract the graph data from the RDBMS, performing the queries using customized implementa-
tions employing, for example, Python or C/C++. Section 2.3.2.2 describes these frameworks.
Figure 3(d) shows approaches that create a graph layer or view over the data, executing the graph
queries directly over it. Section 2.3.2.3 details the existing graph layer or view approaches.

2.3.2.1 Recursive Query Approaches

Recursion is a fundamental feature for many programming languages (ORDONEZ;
CABRERA; GURRAM, 2017; PRZYMUS et al., 2010). In SQL, recursive queries are primarily
expressed employing Common Table Expressions (CTEs). CTEs have been part of the SQL
standard since 1999 (FLORATOS et al., 2018), and it is supported by most of the RDBMSs such
as Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, SQLite, and Oracle. However, it is not currently available
in a range of columnar DBMSs (ORDONEZ; CABRERA; GURRAM, 2017), such as MonetDB,
Vertica, and C-Store. In general, a CTE defines a temporary result table manipulated by SQL
statement. Therefore, a recursive CTE is a table containing the results of repetitively joining the

13 <https://tinkerpop.apache.org/gremlin.html>

https://tinkerpop.apache.org/gremlin.html
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edge table E with the temporary result table from the previous iteration. The quantity of join
operations performed in a CTE resulting table corresponds to the max path size found so far in
the graph (see Section 2.2.2).

Figure 3 – Approaches for executing graph queries in an RDBMS, with their results (a), divided into: (b)
recursive queries; (c) extraction approaches; and (d) graph layers or views.
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A recursive query is one of the most challenging query classes, and it demanded several
studies to improve its execution performance (GAO et al., 2011; GAO et al., 2014; FAN;
RAJ; PATEL, 2015; JINDAL et al., 2015; ORDONEZ, 2005; BURZANSKA; STENCEL;
WISNIEWSKI, 2009; ORDONEZ, 2010; ORDONEZ; GURRAM; RAI, 2014; FLORATOS et

al., 2018; ZHAO; YU, 2017). These queries are important in the context of this Ph.D. research
since they enable executing, for example, the following graph queries through SQL commands in
a RDBMS (CABRERA; ORDONEZ, 2016; CABRERA; ORDONEZ, 2017): Reachability, SSSP
(using the Bellman-Ford algorithm), Weakly Connected Components (WCC), and PageRank.

FEM (Frontier, Expand and Merge) framework (GAO et al., 2011; GAO et al., 2014)
is one of the earliest works that translate analytical graph queries into SQL statements. The
FEM framework creates a temporary result table for storing the query results and focuses on
processing SSSP queries. Its approach follows the Bellman-Ford algorithm, iteratively expanding
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the set of visited vertices and finding new vertices or shortest paths to previously founded ones.
It processes each recursive step by following three steps: (F) fetches the frontier vertices in the
list of previously visited vertices; (E) expands the frontier vertices; and (M) merges the newly
expanded vertices with the visited ones. Its optimizations include performing a bi-directional
search and partitioning the edge table based on its weight or distance property used for the path
lengths. However, the bi-directional search requires inputting both starting and ending vertices in
the query for shortest paths, which can be too restrictive for general SSSP queries. Additionally,
the edge table partitioning relies on distributed processing to speed up the execution performance
since the expansion step (E) employs all the partitions in each recursive step.

Extending the FEM framework, the Grail (Graph Analysis in Legacy Systems) frame-
work (FAN; RAJ; PATEL, 2015), as well as its adaptation for the Vertica14 RDBMS (JINDAL
et al., 2015), follows a similar approach. The Grail framework included the PageRank and
WCC graph analytic algorithms to execute with SQL statements. It uses Giraph and GraphLab
to coordinate its asynchronous execution in a distributed architecture. The framework uses
messages to share the temporary result table among the different machines. The adaptation for
the Vertica RDBMS (JINDAL et al., 2015) follows the same idea as the Grail framework of
coordinating the execution and exchanging messages. However, it focuses on minimizing the
exchanged messages and on optimizing the query execution plan created by Vertica.

Notice that the main optimizations on recursive queries are related to reducing the
intermediary result tables as soon as possible and to using index structures to optimize the
join operations performed. Regarding reducing the size of intermediary results, the literature
provides two main rules (ORDONEZ, 2005; BURZANSKA; STENCEL; WISNIEWSKI, 2009;
ORDONEZ, 2010; ORDONEZ; GURRAM; RAI, 2014):

∙ Early filtering the selection conditions: if the query has any WHERE clause, the predicates
in it need to be evaluated as soon as possible in a query employing recursive CTEs; and

∙ Eliminating duplicate rows: whenever the expansion step finds new vertices or paths, they
need to be reduced as soon as possible. In a SSSP query, for example, this rule refers to
removing paths that already have been detected that are longer than other paths found in
the intermediary result table.

Incorporating these rules to recursive CTEs led to the WITH+ proposal (ZHAO; YU,
2017). The WITH+ introduces four relational algebra operators to efficiently execute recursive
queries: MV-join, MM-join, anti-join, and union-by-update. The most relevant operator for
recursive CTEs is the union-by-update because it asserts the duplicate row elimination rule. It
overcomes the main problem of CTEs, limited by only appending new results to the intermediary
result table, by enabling their update instead. Therefore, WITH+ proposal implemented ten

14 <https://www.vertica.com>

https://www.vertica.com
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graph algorithms using the relational algebra: SSSP, CC, PageRank, HITS, TopoSort, K-core,
Maximal-Independent-Set, Label-Propagation, Maximal-Node-Matching, and Keyword-Search.
However, their contribution does not consider specialized storage approaches focused on this
Ph.D. research. Moreover, we also observed similarities between the SSSP, CC, and PageRank
query types presented, which we used for optimizing their execution as explored in Section 3.2.

Lastly, the SQLoop (FLORATOS et al., 2018) also enforces the duplicate row elimination
rule by proposing the ITERATIVE operation. The ITERATIVE operation replaces the RECURSIVE
one by updating the values instead of only appending them. Such a replacement is similar to
the union-by-update operator in the WITH+ proposal. The SQLoop also parallelizes the query
execution by partitioning the intermediary result table and executing the query over each of them
using different database connections. Their limitation is similar to the WITH+ proposal by not
considering specialized storage approaches as proposed in this Ph.D. research.

2.3.2.2 Extraction Frameworks

GraphGen is a framework for extracting the graph-like data from an RDBMS us-
ing a datalog-like language (XIROGIANNOPOULOS; KHURANA; DESHPANDE, 2015;
XIROGIANNOPOULOS; SRINIVAS; DESHPANDE, 2017; XIROGIANNOPOULOS; DESH-
PANDE, 2017). It materializes the graph in main memory using a Compressed Sparse Row
(CSR) representation. GraphGen also employs a series of in-memory graph condensed dedu-
plications for further compressing its representation. It then executes graph queries over the
CSR representation, such as the SSSP, CC, and PageRank queries. The framework employs the
NetworkX15 Python library for executing these queries. However, the authors stated that it could
be adapted to other libraries or programming languages as well.

EmptyHeaded (ABERGER et al., 2016; ABERGER et al., 2017) is a graph extraction
engine over data stored in a RDBMS also using a datalog-like language. The EmptyHeaded
engine translates every SQL query to a Generalized Hypertree Decomposition (GHD), which
is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that represents a query plan for the worst-case optimal
join algorithm. It proposes a new join engine architecture designed to exploit the low-level
layouts necessary to increase Single-Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallelism. The queries
supported by EmptyHeaded are the SSSP, PageRank, 3-clique (i.e., triangle), and 4-clique.
EmptyHeaded employs C++ programming language to manage the GHD and executed the graph
queries utilizing it.

Other extraction frameworks are Ringo (PEREZ et al., 2015), pgRouting (MILER;
MEDAK; ODOBAŠIĆ, 2014), and Apache AGE16. Ringo is similar to the GraphGen framework
by representing the graph in memory. It extracts the graph into an in-memory interactive graph
analytical system, implemented in Python and C++ programming languages. The difference

15 <https://networkx.github.io/>
16 <https://age.apache.org/>

https://networkx.github.io/
https://age.apache.org/
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between Ringo and GraphGen is that the former employs the Stanford Network Analysis Platform
(SNAP)17 to execute the graph queries. pgRouting is a shortest-path implementation for the
PostgreSQL using its extension named PostGIS18. It extracts the graph using a predefined SQL
query to fetch the data from the table E and materialize it in memory to execute the query over
it. Finally, Apache AGE is a graph extension architecture yet under development, based on
AgensGraph19 to parse, transform, optimize and execute graph queries written in Cypher over
data stored in PostgreSQL.

2.3.2.3 Approaches employing Graph Layers or Views

GRFusion (HASSAN et al., 2017; HASSAN et al., 2018b; HASSAN et al., 2018a)
is a materialized graph view over the VoltDB NewSQL DBMS, as previously presented in
Section 2.2.3. Its objective is to compute and materialize paths, storing them in a view. Such a
view is employed to solve only the graph queries for finding short/shortest paths (see Table 2).
To compute this view, GRFusion defines an in-memory structure with ROWIDS pointing to
the data in the tables V and E. All computations are executed using structures implemented in
C++ programming language, adapted into the source code of VoltDB. Once GRFusion creates
a materialized view, it is possible to perform all DML commands over it, such as selection,
projection, and especially join. The join operation provides interoperability of this view with
other tables in the VoltDB, a non-existent feature in the extraction approaches discussed in the
previous section. One of its main limitations is that GRFusion only answers one type of graph
query: the Reachability and SSSP queries. Moreover, it relies on memory to efficiently manage
its C++ structures while computing the graph queries, being problematic for large graph data.

DB2 Graph (TIAN et al., 2019; TIAN et al., 2020) is a graph layer over the IBM Db2T M

RDBMS. It introduces a polymorphic table function named graphQuery, which computes
the graph queries and materializes their results in a table. Afterward, it is possible to perform
all DML operations over the resulting table, similarly to the GRFusion materialized graph
view. The TinkerPop20 framework, employing Gremlin programming language, executes every
computation in the graph queries. Moreover, DB2 Graph adopts the rules for optimizing recursive
queries discussed in Section 2.3.2.1, especially for reducing intermediary results by eliminating
duplicates and executing the predicates early. However, DB2 Graph is limited to only one
RDBMS because it relies on a polymorphic table function to retrieve the graph query results.

Other graph layers or views includes G-SPARQL (SAKR; ELNIKETY; HE, 2012;
SAKR; ELNIKETY; HE, 2014), SQL Graph Database21, and Graphite (PARADIES; LEHNER;
BORNHÖVD, 2015). All in all, these graph layers overcome the extraction approach’s limitations

17 <http://snap.stanford.edu/ringo>
18 <http://postgis.net/>
19 <https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/AgensGraph>
20 <https://tinkerpop.apache.org/>
21 <https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/graphs/>

http://snap.stanford.edu/ringo
http://postgis.net/
https://wiki.postgresql.org/wiki/AgensGraph
https://tinkerpop.apache.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/graphs/
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by providing interoperability between the results of the graph queries with the other tables in
the RDBMS. However, these layers or views are mainly tied with a specific database system,
providing customized structures and algorithms that were not generalized to other DBMSs.

2.4 Final Considerations
In this chapter, we presented the main concepts related to this Ph.D. research. It started

covering basic concepts from RDBMSs and graph data management in Sections 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively. In Section 2.3 we combined these concepts by detailing approaches, methods, and
frameworks for managing graph data in RDBMSs. Particularly, the Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.1
are related with this Ph.D. thesis hypothesis and associated questions.

Section 2.3.2.1 introduced the concept of recursive queries and their optimizations. We
also discussed its limitations and insights that we tackled during the development of this Ph.D.
research. We expanded the definitions of recursive queries in Chapter 3, detailing our proposals
and analyses related to Question 1 of the hypothesis (see Section 1.2). Regarding the specialized
storage approaches studied for Question 2, we detailed its state-of-the-art in Section 2.3.1,
referring to its limitations, and discussed our insights over it, which led to the proposals and
analysis in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER

3
RECURSIVE QUERIES ANALYSIS

This chapter expands the definition of Recursive Queries and introduces our proposals to
process them. Section 3.1 presents both a formal definition and implementations of Recursive
Queries in RDBMSs, and discusses an application scenario employing the results of such
queries combined with the data from other tables present in the RDBMS schema. Section 3.2
summarizes our proposal of sharing join operations among these recursive queries, regarding
Question 1 from this Ph.D. research: “Is it possible to improve the performance of executing

multiple graph queries, such as Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Connected Components

(CC), and PageRank (PR), by combining them into a single recursive query which employs an

enhanced result table T containing the result of each graph query in a distinct column?”. Finally,
Section 3.3 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Recursive Query Definition
A Recursive Query is a query divided into two parts, and both are expressed in Equa-

tion 3.1. Equation 3.1a represents the first part named starting-point query, which initializes
table T0 with a subset of vertices V ′ ∈V . The initialization considers any query executed over
the table of vertices V as long as it projects the vertex identifiers and other columns employed
in the query. We express in Equation 3.1a a query selecting the rows based on the predicates
attr1 = x, attr2 = y, and others. The attributes attr1 and attr2 are columns from table V , and the
letters x and y represent query-specific values for the respective column compared. Equation 3.1b
represents the second part, named recursive-step query. The recursive-step query refers to the
expansion step (see Section 2.3.2.1) and consists of materializing Ti by joining the results of the
previous iteration Ti−1 with the table of edges E.

{
T0 ← πid,...

(
σ(attr1 = x ∧ attr2 = y ∧ ...) V

)
Ti ← πidtgt ,...

(
Ti−1 on(id = idsrc) E

) (3.1a)

(3.1b)
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Based on Equation 3.1, we formally define a Recursive Query Q
	

in Definition 1. A
Recursive Query Q

	
combines the results from the intermediary tables T0∪T1∪ ...∪Tn−1∪Tn.

The value of n is denoted as the stopping criteria for the Recursive Query. It corresponds to
whenever the values in the current recursive-step Tn is equal to the previous iteration Tn−1.

Definition 1 (Q
	

). A Recursive Query Q
	

is defined as Q
	

=
⋃

Ti, with 0≤ i≤ n. The query
stops after the n-th iteration when no new or different result returns from the join operation, i.e.,
Tn−1 = Tn.

3.1.1 Implementation using CTEs

Equation 3.2 presents the general CTE syntax for implementing a Recursive Query
Q
	

. The equation starts with the WITH RECURSIVE statement, followed by the name of the
materialized result table Q

	
. The result table data is build using the Definition 1, employing

the SQL operator UNION ALL to combine the intermediary result tables. Finally, Q f is the final
query that employs the Q

	
in its FROM statement to perform the desired analysis or retrieval.

WITH RECURSIVE Q
	

AS (T0 UNION ALL ... UNION ALL Tn) Q f (3.2)

To exemplify Recursive Queries’ implementation using CTEs based on the SQL-99
standard (EISENBERG; MELTON, 1999), we provide the SQL implementations for both
PostgreSQL and Oracle RDBMSs. Source code 2 shows it example in the PostgreSQL. Line 1
creates the table Q

	
with the vertex identifier column id and its other attributes. Lines 2 and 4

are the starting-point query and the recursive-step query, respectively. Line 6 illustrates the final
query Q f , which retrieves the data from the materialized table Q

	
. Notice that the starting-point

query in Line 2 retrieves a single vertex by its identifier value id. In the example, we used the
letter x to denote any possible value of id. Furthermore, the starting-point query not necessarily
retrieves only a single vertex. It can retrieve a subset of vertices V ′ of any size, which we explored
its variations in Section 4.2.2.2.

1: WITH RECURSIVE Q
	

(id, ...) AS (
2: SELECT id, ... FROM V WHERE id = x
3: UNION ALL
4: SELECT idtgt , ... FROM Q

	
JOIN E ON Q

	
.id = E.idsrc

5: )
6: SELECT id, ... FROM Q

	
;

Source code 2 – Recursive Query in PostgreSQL RDBMS using CTEs.

Source code 3 shows the same implementation in Oracle RDBMS. Line 1 shows that
the Oracle does not requires the RECURSIVE statement when declaring the CTE. Lines 2 to 4
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are equal between Source codes 2 and 3. The key differences between these two codes are in
Lines 5 and 6, which specify the execution in more detail, such as the row processing order
and the cycles’ verification. Line 5 specifies that the recursion will return the child rows before
processing the sibling rows, following a Depth First Search (DFS) specified by the DEPTH FIRST
BY statement. Another possibility would be to use the BREADTH FIRST BY statement to return
sibling rows before processing child rows. The SET rank statement generates an enumeration,
which is applied to the attribute id to keep track of the order in which new tuples come at each
recursive-step query execution. Line 6 validates the existence of cycles in the DFS, creating an
attribute cycle in the CTE with value one (i.e., true) if a cycle was detected and 0 (i.e., false)
otherwise. Lines 7 and 8 is the final query Q f , ordering the rows from Q

	
by their rank value.

1: WITH Q
	

(id, ...) AS (
2: SELECT id, ... FROM V WHERE id = x
3: UNION ALL
4: SELECT idtgt , ... FROM Q

	
JOIN E ON Q

	
.id = E.idsrc

5: ) SEARCH DEPTH FIRST BY id SET rank
6: CYCLE id SET cycle TO 1 DEFAULT 0
7: SELECT id, ... FROM Q

	

8: ORDER BY rank;

Source code 3 – Recursive Query in Oracle RDBMS using CTEs.

3.1.2 Implementation using PL/pgSQL

Despite CTE being present in the SQL since 1999, these queries do not have the opti-
mizations discussed in Section 2.3.2.1. Particularly, because the CTE implementation relies on
the UNION ALL statement, it only appends new results in each recursive-step query execution,
not removing old and unused intermediary results. Hence, the primary way to overcome this
limitation is by implementing these queries using Procedural Language for SQL (PL/pgSQL).
SQL Source code 4 presents the implementation of a SSSP query using PL/pgSQL in PostgreSQL
RDBMS. Notice that we opted to use temporary tables to manage the iterations and continuously
reducing the number of tuples that will be joined in each recursive-step query execution.

Line 1 declares the name of the procedure SSSP_Query. It receives two parameters, the
starting vertex vstart identifier, and the maximum quantity for the recursive-step query executions
MAX_REC_TIMES. Line 2 specifies that the procedure returns a table containing the identifiers
id from the vertex found in the SSSP query and their respective path length, or distance, to
vstart . Line 4 declares a RECORD data type to serve as a flag to determine if the recursion will stop.
Line 5 declares the integer REC_TIMES to count the number of executed recursive-step queries,
comparing them to the MAX_REC_TIMES. Lines 7 to 9 is the starting-point query, initializing the
result table T with distance 0 to vstart and ∞, or unreachable, to the other vertices. Lines 11 to 13
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1: CREATE FUNCTION SSSP_Query (vstart INT , MAX_REC_TIMES INT)
2: RETURNS TABLE(id INT , distance DOUBLE PRECISION ) AS $$
3: DECLARE
4: end_condition RECORD ;
5: REC_TIMES INT := 1;
6: BEGIN
7: CREATE TEMP TABLE T(id,distance ) AS
8: SELECT V .id::INT , ∞:: DOUBLE PRECISION FROM V ;
9: UPDATE T SET distance = 0.0 WHERE T.id = vstart ;

10:
11: CREATE TEMP TABLE T′ (id INT , distance DOUBLE PRECISION );
12: CREATE TEMP TABLE Diff (id INT , distance DOUBLE PRECISION );
13: CREATE TEMP TABLE Delta(id INT);
14:
15: WHILE REC_TIMES ≤ MAX_REC_TIMES LOOP
16: INSERT INTO T′

17: SELECT E.idtgt , MIN(T. distance + E.w)
18: FROM T JOIN E ON T.id = E.idsrc

19: GROUP BY E.idtgt ;
20:
21: SELECT INTO end_condition * FROM T′ LIMIT 1;
22: IF end_condition IS NULL THEN EXIT; END IF;
23:
24: INSERT INTO Diff
25: SELECT T.id, T. distance - T′. distance
26: FROM T JOIN T′ ON T.id = T′.id;
27: SELECT INTO end_condition * FROM Diff LIMIT 1;
28: IF end_condition IS NULL THEN EXIT; END IF;
29: INSERT INTO Delta
30: SELECT id FROM Diff WHERE distance ̸= 0 LIMIT 1;
31: SELECT INTO end_condition * FROM Delta;
32: IF end_condition IS NULL THEN EXIT; END IF;
33:
34: TRUNCATE T;
35: INSERT INTO T SELECT * FROM T′;
36: TRUNCATE T′;
37: TRUNCATE Diff;
38: TRUNCATE Delta;
39:
40: REC_TIMES := REC_TIMES + 1;
41: END LOOP;
42:
43: RETURN QUERY EXECUTE ’SELECT * FROM T’;
44: END;
45: $$ LANGUAGE plpgsql ;

Source code 4 – PL/pgSQL procedure to compute the SSSP query in PostgreSQL RDBMS.
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initializes additional tables to help the execution of the recursive-step query. The loop starts at
Line 15 and stops if a maximum number of iterations has been reached, or if no new shortest
paths are found, validated from Lines 24 to 32 employing the tables Diff and Delta.

Lines 16 to 19 show the recursive-step query, which joins the current result table T with
the edge table E to compute the new result table T′. Since the query computes the shortest paths,
each iteration of the recursive-step query computes the minimum aggregation function over the
sum of the shortest distances found in the current iteration T.distance plus the edge length or
weight E.w. Lines 21 and 22 validates if new vertices are found in the current iteration. Lines 34
to 38 prepares the table for the next recursive-step query, copying the data from table T′ to T and
cleaning up the additional data. Line 40 increments the counter REC_TIMES for the next iteration.
Finally, Line 43 returns the data in the resulting table T from the procedure SSSP_Query.

Concerning the PL/pgSQL procedure in Source code 4, and in every SQL query evaluated
in this Ph.D. project, we always employed proper indexes over table E. First of all, the PK of
this table is defined over the pair of attributes idsrc and idtgt , which results in creating an index
over them. Moreover, we defined an index over the attribute idsrc for the predicate T.id = E.idsrc

on Line 18 from Source code 4. Another index created over table E considered the triple idsrc,
idtgt , and w, allowing the use of Index-only scans 1 to speed up the join operation. With these
three indexes, we left the choice of whether to use indexes to the RDBMS query optimizer. For
table T we employed temporary tables and, despite having an index created over its attribute id

beforehand, our experiments reported the usage of indexes only over table E whenever it was
possible. Such behavior was likely due to the low selectivity of the queries.

Section 3.1.3 covers an application scenario that employs an SSSP query, combining its
results with data from other tables to perform more complex analysis. The interoperability in
this combination is one of the reasons that motivated this Ph.D. research, as previously discussed
in Section 1.1. Furthermore, other graph queries, such as PageRank and CC (see Section 2.2.2),
are executed using different parameters for the starting-point and recursive-step queries. We
considered their similarities to speed up their execution, as detailed in Section 3.2.

3.1.3 Application Scenario example

The purpose of performing graph queries in RDBMSs is to enable data interoperability
in different applications. When combining results from both graph and traditional queries, more
complex and elaborated analyses may arise. To exemplify, we summarize the G-FranC, a dataset
proposed and explored in Scabora et al. (2019). This section details the dataset, discussing
its motivation, and presenting examples of analyses encompassing both graph and traditional
queries that were performed over G-FranC dataset.

Joining criminal data with the topology of a city is widely explored in the literature,

1 <https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/indexes-index-only-scans.html>

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/indexes-index-only-scans.html
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used to describe both transportation and collective human behaviors (KANG et al., 2013), or
comparing them against other urban indicators from the city (PORTA et al., 2009). Notice
that criminal activity is also an urban indicator. Hence, it can be employed to analyze the
impact of unlawful activities, ranging from minor offenses to felonies, over collective human
behavior. Several studies focus on appraising criminal activities (BETTENCOURT et al., 2010;
FITTERER; NELSON; NATHOO, 2014; BOGOMOLOV et al., 2014; DERYOL et al., 2016;
NIETO-CHAUPIS, 2018a; NIETO-CHAUPIS, 2018b; FERREIRA; RUBIANO; MOJICA-
NAVA, 2018; SPADON et al., 2017; SPADON et al., 2017), and they have the potential to aid
decision-making activities regarding public policies planning for safety improvement.

Based on this motivation, G-FranC is a dataset that combines the structure of a complex
network of urban streets and criminal activities from San Francisco – CA, USA, which occurred
from the year 2003 to 2018. Both criminal and network data were combined in a unified and
structured schema stored in an RDBMS by following the Extraction, Transformation, and
Loading (ETL) data processes (KIMBALL; CASERTA, 2011). The ETL process consists of (i)
Extracting the data from both domains; (ii) Transforming them by removing invalid coordinates
and multiple edges between the same pair of vertices (keeping only the one with the smallest
distance); and (iii) Loading the data by providing the proper SQL scripts. On the one hand, the
complex network is represented as a georeferenced graph, as defined in Section 2.2.1, in which
each vertex have its coordinates of latitude lv

at and longitude lv
on, and each edge have foreign keys

for the source and target vertex identifiers (idsrc and idtgt , respectively), and the distance, in
meters, of the street segment. It was extracted using the OSMnx2 Python library on July 1st,
2019, resulting in |V |= 9,559 street intersections, and |E|= 26,689 unique street segments.

On the other hand, the criminal activity was provided by the San Francisco OpenData

(SFO) initiative3, composed by reports made by police officers and by citizens. There are more
than 2.2 million reports, each one with the coordinates where it occurred, from January 1st, 2003
to May 15th, 2018. Every report has the following attributes: (i) coordinates, represented by its
latitude lc

at and longitude lc
on; (ii) category; (iii) textual description of the activity; (iv) date

of occurrence (i.e., datetime); (v) weekday when its occurred; (vi) textual description of its
resolution; and (vii) the police district that processed the report. Figure 4 summarizes the
schema of G-FranC dataset, composed of three tables: the vertex table for the street intersections,
the edge table for the street segments, and the crime table for the criminal reports.

The process of mapping each criminal report to the nearest street intersection uses a
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) query, with k = 1, which assigns the closest vertex identifier to
the attribute idv

f k in the crime table. The distance function employed in the KNN query was
the great-circle distance (D), calculated between the coordinates of each crime c to each vertex
v ∈V . Equation 3.3 defines D, which is calculated over the Earth’s surface and corresponds to

2 Available at <https://github.com/gboeing/osmnx>
3 Available at <https://data.sfgov.org/Public-Safety/Police-Department-Incident-Reports-Historical-2003/

tmnf-yvry>.

https://github.com/gboeing/osmnx
https://data.sfgov.org/Public-Safety/Police-Department-Incident-Reports-Historical-2003/tmnf-yvry
https://data.sfgov.org/Public-Safety/Police-Department-Incident-Reports-Historical-2003/tmnf-yvry
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the real distance between georeferenced elements. All latitude and longitude values employed
in the equation are represented in radians because the distance function is derived from the
Spherical Law of Cosines (WYLIE, 2011). In the equation, lc

at and lv
at are the latitude values

from the crime c and the vertex v, respectively. Analogous,△lon refers to the difference between
their longitude values lc

on and lv
on. The Earth’s radius R is equal to 6,371 kilometers. Finally,

Table 3 shows the top 7 most frequent crime categories present in G-FranC dataset, with their
respective number of occurrences and examples of criminal activities in the category.

Figure 4 – Schema proposed for G-FranC, highlighting the more relevant attributes in each table.

id category description datetime weekday district ...

id distanceidsrc idtgt

Edge TableVertex Table

Crime Table

id ...lat
v lon

v

idv
fk lat

c lon
c

Source: Adapted from Scabora et al. (2019).

D= R× cos−1( sin(lc
at)sin(lv

at) + cos(lc
at)cos(lv

at)cos(△lon) ) (3.3)

Table 3 – The Top 7 most frequent crime categories in the G-FranC dataset, with the number of occurrences
and criminal activity examples for each category.

# Category Occurrences Examples

1 Larceny/Theft 480,420 Theft from private properties and shoplifting.
2 Other Offenses 309,320 Traffic violation and resisting arrest.
3 Non-criminal 238,313 Violation of civil sidewalks and fire or death reports.
4 Assault 194,685 Threats against life and physical child abuse.
5 Vehicle Theft 126,587 Reports about a stolen automobile, truck, or motorcycle.
6 Drug/Narcotic 119,621 Narcotics possession and marijuana transportation.
7 Vandalism 116,058 Malicious mischief.

Source: Scabora et al. (2019).

After finishing the mapping process, we have every vertex v enhanced with a list of
criminal activities that occurred in it. The criminal activity list present in each vertex allows
evaluating criminal communities in the city by discovering clusters in the data. The Nerstrand4

is a multi-thread cluster detection tool-set for discovering clusters by maximizing their modular-
ity (LASALLE; KARYPIS, 2015). It considers the graph’s topology, using its edges, and the
4 Available at <https://github.com/dlasalle/nerstrand>.

https://github.com/dlasalle/nerstrand
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weight measurement in each vertex. Specifically, using the quantities of criminal activity per
category as the vertex’s weight renders multiple community analyses. Figure 5 illustrates the
Top 4 largest communities identified by the Nerstrand tool-set considering different values of
weights for the vertices in the graph.

Figure 5 – The Top 4 largest communities identified considering their quantity of criminal activities
as weight. In (a), all weight values are set as 0, being the communities identified without
considering any criminal activity, and in (b), (c), and (d), the vertex’s weights corresponds to
the number of crimes from the categories Larceny/Theft, Other Offenses and Non-Criminal.
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Source: Research data.

Figure 5(a) shows the communities detected by employing the weight value 0 in all
vertices, which corresponds to the clusters without considering any criminal activity. Figure 5(b),
Figure 5(c), and Figure 5(d) shows these communities for the first three of the Top 7 categories
presented in Table 3, respectively. Other community analyses can be derived from the G-FranC
dataset. The quantities (i.e., weight values) employed for the community analysis illustrated
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in Figure 5 were calculated using the aggregate function COUNT over the foreign key idv
f k and

without any predicate. However, it is possible to filter the criminal activity quantity based on
their other attributes showed in the crime table of the schema in Figure 4, such as by different
periods from the datetime attribute or by the police district that processed the report.

For the neighborhood analysis employing Recursive Queries, we evaluated the proportion
of criminal activities in the neighborhood areas of a given location (i.e., vertex). This analysis
starts by selecting the closest vertices from the given location by executing the SSSP query
previously presented in the Source code 4. The results from the SSSP queries are then combined
with the data in the crime table from Figure 4. To validate the proportion of criminal activities
and avoid computing larger path lengths than needed, we limited its value to a max value maxdist ,
in kilometers. The restriction refers to adding HAVING MIN(T.distance + E.w) ≤ maxdist

predicate after Line 19 of Source code 4 to filter paths above this value.

Figure 6 – Neighborhood analysis over the vertex with the highest number of crime occurrences (black
star), showing the regions around it up to 0.5 km (in orange), 1 km (in purple), and 2 km (in
green). It is possible to observe variations in the Top 7 most recurrent criminal categories in
each case, as well as in their respective percentage values.
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Figure 6 illustrates the neighborhood analysis performed over the vertex with the highest
number of crime occurrences, represented as a black star on the map. In the bar plot located on
the right of the map, we show the proportion of Top 7 categories of criminal activities reported in
it, under the title of Center Query. Based on this location, we also retrieved the vertices in the
range of 0.5 km (in orange), 1 km (in purple), and 2 km (in green) around it. Notice that there
are variations in the Top 7 categories retrieved in each case and differences in their respective
percentage values. Such observation motivates diverse analysis that combines graph data with
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data from other tables in the RDBMS schema, such as exploring the similarity among crime
categories studied in specific locations in a city and their neighborhood regions.

Additionally, this neighborhood analysis may result in the execution of multiple SSSP
queries to explore a range of given locations with high criminal activity. Such a scenario motivated
our proposal to optimize analysis based on multiple graph queries in a graph. In the next section,
we detail this optimization proposal developed during this Ph.D. research. Particularly, in
Section 3.2.1 we discuss more generic scenarios for graph queries over georeferenced graphs.

3.2 Sharing Join Operations in Recursive Queries

This section goal is speeding up the execution of multiple graph queries by sharing
their intermediary result table T while executing the recursive-step queries (see Section 3.1).
We proposed SHARq (SHAred Recursive queries) framework, which materializes the table T,
employed on the recursive-step query, and enriching it with extra columns to foster its usability
for subsequent queries. By sharing, we mean to reuse partial results throughout different tasks
and analyses. We assume that graph queries such as CC, SSSP, and PR, which are frequently
processed, as previously discussed in Table 2, are prone to be executed in a single database
section. The SHARq proposal was initially explored in Scabora et al. (2021). The remainder of
this section discusses its main findings.

Figure 7 – Overview of SHARq. (a) Graph queries in an RDBMS. (b) The common approach, based on
recomputing common recursive joins. (c) Outline of the methodology, where SHARq reuses
recursive join results among multiple queries. (d) The observed reduction of processing time.
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Figure 7 summarizes the general idea of SHARq. The framework takes into account the
fact that the graph query types CC, SSSP, and PR, required in the workload from Figure 7(a),
execute analogous join operations. Naively, as shown in Figure 7(b), these join operations
will be computed multiple times, instead of having their output reused for multiple graph
queries. Figure 7(c) illustrates the SHARq framework, which consists of combining these queries
and extending the results with additional measurement columns, one for each query, enabling
different computations simultaneously without re-evaluating the same join operations. SHARq
aims at computing potentially useful extra measurements that depend on the same recursive join
operations. Hence, the query can be executed faster than the usual execution sequence, avoiding
almost redundant computations of costly analogous join operations.

3.2.1 Motivation for Sharing

Recursive Queries obtain a result table T containing the graph query results to be explored
or combined with other analyses. For instance, when executing a SSSP query for the starting
vertex vi ∈V , the current shortest path lengths are materialized in table TSSSP

vi
= {tSSSP

vi,v1
, ...,tSSSP

vi,v|V |
}.

Each tuple in this table tSSSP
vi,vk

= ⟨vk,wik⟩ keeps track of the path lengths or weights wik from
vertex vi to every vertex vk, with 1≤ k ≤ |V |. To motivate the SHARq usefulness, we present
two application scenarios that require executing multiple graph queries: sharing among alike
recursive queries and sharing among different recursive queries.

Sharing among alike recursive queries. We call alike queries those sharing the same
sequence of retrieval operations but changing the comparison predicates. Suppose that someone
wants to find a place to treat a set of patients far away from any existing hospital or healthcare
facility in a city. Such a task would be employed for urban planning, for example, to improve
healthcare facilities’ accessibility. By providing the distances between hospitals and patients
within a city or urban region, it is possible to group patients and explore their characteristics.
Let a set of patients P = {p1,p2, ...,pm}, where each patient p j = ⟨id,age_group, ..., idv⟩, with
1≤ j ≤ m, has an identifier id, his/her age group and other attributes, a foreign key idv to the
vertex where he/she is located. Let H = {h1,h2, ...,hn} be a set of hospitals, where each hospital
hi = ⟨id,vacancies, ..., idv⟩, with 1≤ i≤ n, has an identifier, some properties such as the quantity
of vacancies in it, the vertex that corresponds to its location, and so on.

To filter the subset of patients far from every hospital, one must run SSSP queries
starting from each hospital hi ∈H . Using the PL/pgSQL procedure in Source code 4, the query
regarding hospital h1 initializes the (partial) result table TSSSP

h1
with the distance (measurement)

to the starting vertex h1 set to zero and the distance to the remaining vertices set to ∞. The
algorithm then performs several iterations using join operations between the result table TSSSP

h1

and the edge table E to compute the actual shortest paths (i.e., the recursive-step query). The
actual shortest paths are returned in the result table TSSSP

h1
. The same execution is repeated for

each of the remaining hospitals. The final analysis, expressed in Source code 5, combines the
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distances from every hospital hi ∈H , filtering patients whose shortest distance to a hospital is
greater or equal than a threshold ε , which indicates being “far away”. The expected query output
may be, for example, the number of patients that are far away per age range.

The major problem with Source code 4 is the repetitive iterations based on the joins
executed for every SSSP subquery. Notice that, even starting from different hospitals hi ∈H ,
they all share analogous join operations. With SHARq, we propose to group the join operations
into a single one and cumulatively evaluate the shortest path distance values retrieved so far. The
framework creates an enriched result table including the columns w1, w2, ..., wn corresponding
to the shortest distances so far from each patient to every hospital h1, h2, ..., hn, respectively.
SHARq performs the join operation only once, simultaneously updating the shortest paths
regarding all columns w1, w2, ..., wn. Thus, it performs a single join operation per SSSP iteration
instead of a join operation per SSSP iteration per query (from each specific starting vertex). The
computed shortest distances from all n hospitals is then stored in a table TSSSP

H . Therefore, the
intended query is rewritten in Source code 6, which employs the TSSSP

H .

1: SELECT P.age_range , COUNT (*) qte
2: FROM P JOIN TSSSP

h1
ON P.idv = TSSSP

h1
.id

3: JOIN TSSSP
h2

ON P.idv = TSSSP
h2

.id
4: ...
5: JOIN TSSSP

hn
ON P.idv = TSSSP

hn
.id

6: WHERE TSSSP
h1

.w≥ ε AND ... AND TSSSP
hn

.w≥ ε

7: GROUP BY P. age_range ;

Source code 5 – Query for retrieving the set of patients in a city that are “far away” from
the n hospitals h1, h2, ..., hn.

1: SELECT P.age_range , COUNT (*) qte
2: FROM P JOIN TSSSP

H ON P.idv = TSSSP
H .id

3: WHERE TSSSP
H .w1 ≥ ε AND ... AND TSSSP

H .wn ≥ ε

4: GROUP BY P. age_range ;

Source code 6 – Query speeded up by simultaneously computing the shortest paths to the
set of hospitals H .

Other application scenarios regarding social networks consider a set of researchers R

and their mutual distances based on the number m of co-authored or cited works. If this graph is
modeled using a bipartite projection (see Section 2.2.1), the weight measurement is defined as
1÷m, and we are interested in researchers that are close (or distant) to every researcher in R.
Therefore, we may rewrite query Source code 6 for this context calculating TSSSP

R . The same idea
can also be explored in healthcare systems by modeling the relationships among concepts such
as diseases and treatments as a graph. Table 1 presents other examples applicable here.
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Sharing among different recursive queries. The second scenario considers grouping
different graph query types, which are also based on analogous join operations. For the application
domain of researcher social networks, we can consider a multicriteria analysis combining these
query types. Shortest path queries retrieve close collaborators for a given subset of researchers,
while the Connected Component query in this domain allows identifying sub-collaboration
networks for further analysis. A PageRank query computes every vertex’s importance based on
the importance of its interconnections. Combining those queries enables selecting researchers
from a sub-collaborative network (CC) and identify who is the nearest (i.e., having a high rate of
collaborations – SSSP) and most important (i.e., has the highest rank values – PR) to them.

3.2.2 The Common Join Operation

Since SHARq framework defines an enriched result table, it enables updating the mea-
surements of all graph queries in the same join operation. Therefore, it reduces the total number
of joins non by a factor of up to non/nq, where nq is the number of grouped queries. Regarding
the multiple SSSP queries, SHARq computes the SSSP query from the entire subset of vertices
V ′ = {v1,v2, ...,vn} using a enriched table TSSSP

V ′ , demanding only a single join TSSSP
V ′ on E per

algorithm iteration regardless the number of simultaneous queries. This rationale also applies to
the other graph queries CC and PR, as these queries also require analogous join operations.

Definition 2 sets the concept of Recursive Join employed in SHARq. This Recursive Join

corresponds to the part of the recursive-step query, which is similar among the graph queries
SSSP, CC, and PR. A recursive-step query relies on a table T with a column to store the vertex
identifier (id) and at least one measurement column (w), as exemplified in Source code 4.

Definition 2 (Recursive Join). The Recursive Join is a join operation in a Recursive Query
defined as T′ = T on E, with join predicate T.id = E.idsrc, where T and T′ correspond to the
results tables, respectively, at the current and the next step iteration of the Recursive Query.

The difference in these three query types is two-folded: the values initialized in T, in
the starting-point query, and the aggregation function employed in each recursive-step query
performed. We detail this difference in each of the three graph queries in the following:

∙ SSSP query: the measurement column wSSSP is initialized with distance 0 to vi, and ∞

(meaning unreachable) to all other vertices. Equation 3.4 presents the aggregation function
for the SSSP query, previously discussed in Section 3.1.2, which accumulates the minimal
distance to reach each vertex.

T′.wSSSP = F SSSP
agg = min(T.wSSSP + E.w) (3.4)

∙ CC query: the measurement column wCC refers to the connected component’s identifier to
which the vertex belongs. The starting-point query assigns the same vertex identifier id to
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the respective measurement column wCC. Equation 3.5 presents the aggregation function
for the CC query, which employ a max (or min) operation in each recursive-step query.
Thus, by taking the max (or min) of wCC we iteratively combine vertices from the same
component and assign to them a single wCC value.

T′.wCC = FCC
agg =

max(T.wCC)

min(T.wCC)
(3.5)

∙ PR query: the measurement column wPR refers to the respective vertex’s rank in the
PageRank. The initialization assigns the value 1

|V | to every vertex. To facilitate the calculus,
we use an additional column named deg, which stores each vertex outdegree. Equation 3.5
presents the aggregation function for the PR query. It employs a damping factor d ∈ R,
d ∈ [0,1]. At each recursive-step query executed, the rank of a vertex vi is updated based
on the rank of the vertices v j such that there is a directed edge (vi,v j).

T′.wPR = F PR
agg =

(
d * sum

(
T.wPR

T.deg

))
+

(
1 − d
|V |

)
(3.6)

Despite using different aggregation functions, every query employs the same GROUP
BY operation in each recursive-step query execution. This grouping operation, as previously
exemplified Line 19 from Source code 4, asserts the optimization rules for the Recursive Queries
(see Section 2.3.2.1) to eliminate duplicated or unused rows in each iteration. All these three
graph queries (i.e., CC, SSSP, and PR) group the data based on the target vertex identifier idtgt

in table E. Hence, SHARq enables performing the same grouping operation, but employing a
different aggregation function for each graph query executed. By adding extra columns to table T
and adapting the initialization and step functions accordingly, simultaneous queries share the
same Recursive Join, resulting in a reduction in the total number of join operations executed.

3.2.2.1 Adapted Algorithm for SHARq

Algorithm 1 describes the Recursive Join execution of multiple graph queries proposed
by SHARq framework. The algorithm receives both tables V and E, and a set of graph queries
Q = { Q1, Q2, ..., Qn }. Each query Qi, with 1≤ i≤ n, can be either a SSSP, a CC, or a PR query.
We omitted the parameters specific for each graph query for simplicity, such as the damping
factor d in the PR query and the starting vertex vstart in a SSSP query. The algorithm outputs the
result table T containing measurements wi for every Qi, and it is divided into the initialization
and recursive parts, explained as follows.

Line 1 initializes table T by projecting the column of vertex identifiers id of V table.
Lines 2 to 5 initialize the measurement columns wi for each graph query Qi ∈Q, accordingly. The
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algorithm starts its loop by performing Recursive Join operations, converging every measurement
to their final values iteratively. Line 6 computes table T′ according to the Recursive Join as
expressed by Definition 2 while iterating over the aggregation functions F 1

agg, F 2
agg, ..., F n

agg,
according to the respective graph queries Q1, Q2, ..., Qn. Each F i

agg, with 1≤ i≤ n, can be any
aggregation function defined in Equations 3.4, 3.5, or 3.6. Line 7 filters the vertices with the
differences between the measurement values in the current T and the new T′. Both SSSP and CC
queries have ξ = 0, evaluating whenever there is a change in the shortest path length values or in
the connected components. For the PR query, we employ a small value for ξ (e.g., 10−11 used in
the experiments) to check whether the rank of every vertex has presented minor variation, which
is the convergence criterion. Line 8 updates table T with the values in table T′. Line 9 is the loop
condition, which continues the recursion whenever there are vertices retrieved in the selection
operation σ of Line 7. Finally, Line 10 returns table T with all measurements for Q.

Algorithm 1 – Algorithm employed in SHARq framework for multiple graph queries.
1: Input: V , E, Q = { Q1, Q2, ..., Qn }
2: Output: Table T with all measurements wi corresponding to Qi
3: /* Initialization: */
4: T←Π(id) ( V )
5: for all Qi ∈Q do
6: Initialize wi column and add it to T
7: end for
8: /* Recursive Join operation: */
9: repeat

10: T′← E.idtgt γ(F 1
agg , F 2

agg , ... , F n
agg)

(
T on

T.id = E.idsrc

E
)

11: ∆T← σ(|T′.wi−T.wi| ≤ ξ )

(
T′ on

T′.id = T.id
T
)

12: T← T′
13: until ∆T = /0
14: return T

3.2.3 Experimental Evaluation using SHARq

Table 4 presents the 18 datasets used for evaluating SHARq, which are divided into
three different categories. The first category refers to Healthcare systems, and represents the
relationships between clinical findings and diagnoses (i.e., concepts). It was acquired using the
Common Data Model of the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP CDM) (LIMA
et al., 2019), having patient’s clinical data5. To generate datasets with different cardinalities,
we extracted six cohorts by filtering their concepts and relationships. The keywords employed
to filter the concepts are “cardiac”, “alcohol”, “vaccin” (to include both words vaccination and

5 <https://www.ohdsi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/OHDSI-Symposium-2017-VM-Download.
pdf>

https://www.ohdsi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/OHDSI-Symposium-2017-VM-Download.pdf
https://www.ohdsi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/OHDSI-Symposium-2017-VM-Download.pdf
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vaccine), “fracture”, “syringe”, and “inject”. The edge’s weight attribute w in table E was set as
1/nr, where nr is the number of relationships between every concept’s pair.

Table 4 – The 18 datasets employed to evaluate the SHARq framework, divided into three categories:
Healthcare (OMOP CDM), Social Network (SN), and Urban Streets (US).

category keyword dataset name |V | |E|

Healthcare
(OMOP CDM)

cardiac OMOP-cardiac 2,783 4,139
alcohol OMOP-alcohol 10,921 17,499
vaccin OMOP-vaccin 15,417 32,733

fracture OMOP-fracture 26,307 113,904
syringe OMOP-syringe 64,726 525,816
inject OMOP-inject 362,727 2,460,343

Social Network
(SN)

SQL SN-sql 3,334 11,046
relational SN-relational 6,572 19,438
topology SN-topology 10,151 28,669

query SN-query 19,329 69,077
database SN-database 35,795 115,685
network SN-network 188,622 810,456

Urban Street
(US)

10 kilometers US-10km 2,970 8,342
San Francisco (SF) US-SF 9,559 31,414

30 kilometers US-30km 11,435 31,362
Seattle US-Seattle 15,668 64,232

50 kilometers US-50km 21,607 57,262
90 kilometers US-90km 65,670 171,012

Source: Elaborated by the author.

The second category refers to Social Network (SN) data and considers an academic
network describing collaborations among researchers provided by the ArnetMiner system (TANG
et al., 2008). It has a total of 1,712,433 researchers and 4,258,615 collaborations throught co-
authorship (i.e., edges) between them6. Each researcher has an identifier, followed by its name,
list of affiliations, number of publications and citations, H-index, P-index, and a list of research
topics of interest. The edge’s weight attribute w in table E is set as the distance between each
researcher’s pair given by 1÷m, where m is the number of publications co-authored between
them. Higher values of m result in shorter distances between two researchers. To variate the
cardinality in this category, we filtered a subset of researchers by choosing different research
topics. For example, regarding the topic “sql”, we filtered researchers interested in subjects
related to SQL queries, NoSQL databases, and so on. The selected topics were “sql”, “relational”,
“topology”, “query”, “database” and “network”.

The third category refers to Urban Streets (US), and they are Georeferenced Graphs (see
Section 2.2.1) acquired using the OSMnx Python library. We randomly selected two cities for
the experiments: San Francisco (SF) and Seattle. The other four datasets from the US category
6 <https://www.aminer.org/aminernetwork>, last accessed on 13 July 2020

https://www.aminer.org/aminernetwork
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targeted a scalability evaluation. We set a random coordinate (i.e., latitude and longitude) and
retrieve the induced subgraphs around it up to a maximum distance. The maximum distances
employed were 10, 30, 50, and 90 kilometers. The edge’s weight attribute w in table E were the
distance between each pair of vertices, in meters.

All the experiments in this section were carried out using the RDBMS PostgreSQL
version 10.12, in a machine equipped with an Intel Core i7-8700 @ 3.20GHz processor, 16GB
of DDR4 2,400 MT/s RAM, SATA 6.0 Gb/s 7,200RPM hard disk, and Linux operating system
Ubuntu 18.04. Every graph query’s correctness was verified by comparing the results with
those obtained by the NetworkX (see Section 2.3.2.2). For the SSSP and CC query types, every
SHARq’s result matches the corresponding NetworkX’s one. For the PR query type, every rank
value computed by SHARq is close to the NetworkX library results. Every query was executed
40 times, and the average time was computed by discarding 30% of the values – 15% from the
best, and 15% from the worst values. For SSSP queries, the random starting vertex was chosen.
For PR queries, we employed the damping factor d = 0.85, and ξ = 10−11 to approximate every
rank’s result.

3.2.3.1 Application Scenarios for SHARq

This section presents analyses for the three dataset categories, illustrating cases that
benefit from SHARq framework. These cases either require simultaneous alike queries or
simultaneous varying query types (i.e., CC, SSSP, and PR queries), as motivated in Section 3.2.1.

Scenario 1: Social Network category. To evaluate the case of sharing among alike
queries, consider a query to identify and explore potential new researchers related to a specific
subject, as follows. QA: In a collaboration network where researchers are ranked by their

h-index metrics, consider the top-20 researchers interested in “sql”. Using each one of them

as the starting point in an SSSP query, retrieve the farthest ones, with distances greater than ε ,

categorizing them according to their h-index and number of citations.

Regarding the data shared among different query types, consider the following example:
QB: Given a researcher, search for its closest as well as its most influential researchers, which

corresponds to SSSP and PR queries, respectively. If some researchers have never collaborated

with the given researcher, identify their sub-collaboration network with a CC query.

Scenario 2: Healthcare Category. An example of sharing alike queries in this category
is the following analysis. QC: Given a list of 10 clinical findings related to cardiac problems,

retrieve the closest treatments and diagnoses through SSSP queries, where the closest ones refer

to concepts occurring at a larger number of relationships. Based on the closest treatments and

diagnoses, with distances lower or equal to ε , investigate the patients related to them.

Regarding sharing among different queries, we executed the following example. QD:

Given a cardiac clinical finding, search for the closest and the most important diagnoses and
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treatments through SSSP and PR queries, respectively. If such a clinical outcome has never

been related to other cardiac issues, identify the diagnoses and treatments for these other issues

through a CC query. Investigate the patients related to the most influential treatments and

diagnoses retrieved, including other cardiac sub-network(s), if any.

Scenario 3: Urban Street Category We have already presented examples from this
category that demands multiple alike queries (in Section 3.2.1, with the Source codes 5 and 6,
and in Section 3.1.3 with the neighborhood analyses over criminal activities). We paraphrase it
here as follows. QE: Retrieve the patients far away from the top-10 healthcare facilities having

higher quantities of vacancies in a city, with every shortest distance being greater or equal to ε .

Analyze the patients in terms of age range distribution.

With respect to sharing among different queries, consider the following analysis. QF :

Given a hospital, retrieve the shortest distances between it and the other hospitals or healthcare

facilities in the city, aiming at identifying facilities that are considered to be close to each other

if the distance between them is lower than or equal to ε . Then, analyze the importance of each

facility’s location by means of a PR query. Finally, also identify potentially inaccessible points

in the city due to obstructed street segments through a CC query.

3.2.3.2 Performance Evaluation

This section presents results comparing the performance of SHARq and WITH+ competi-
tor (see Section 2.3.2.1). WITH+ is considered state-of-the-art for recursive queries in RDBMSs.

Performance of Sharing Among Alike Queries. Figure 8 compares the execution time
results for QA, QC, and QE , for the Social Network, Healthcare and Urban Streets categories,
respectively, when starting SSSP queries from 5, 10, 15 and 20 vertices simultaneously (e.g.,
researchers, clinical findings, or healthcare facility’s locations). For the Healthcare category in the
first column of Figure 8, the reductions provided by SHARq varied from 33% to 71%. Regarding
the SN category shown in the second column of Figure 8, our proposal’s time reductions varied
from 34% to 62% for all six datasets. In the Urban Street category, presented in the third column
of Figure 8, the query processing time reductions varied from 84% to 89%. These reductions
illustrate the improvement provided by sharing Recursive Join operations across alike graph
queries with SHARq framework. Moreover, it is important to notice that the highest reductions
occurred for the Urban Street category, which further motivates our example in Section 3.1.3.

Performance of Sharing Among Different Queries. Figure 9 compares the execution
time results of QB, QD, and QF , for the Social Network, Healthcare and Urban Streets category,
respectively, regarding different graph queries. To obtain the same query results, it is required
either to execute all the corresponding graph queries, paying the sum of their required time,
or just using SHARq. The reductions provided by SHARq framework for the Social Network
category, in the first column of Figure 9, the reductions ranged from 44% to 49% when combining
SSSP with CC, 4% to 23% for PR + SSSP, 7% to 22% for PR + CC, and 8% to 37% for all
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Figure 8 – The execution time reductions for 5, 10, 15, and 20 combined SSSP queries observed with
SHARq framework in 18 datasets, organized by their category in different columns.
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Figure 9 – The execution time reductions for the combinations of SSSP, CC, and PR queries observed
with SHARq framework in 18 datasets, organized by their category in different columns.
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three graph queries. Regarding the Social Network category, in the second column of Figure 9
ranged from 42% to 53% when combining SSSP + CC, 12% to 26% for PR + SSSP, 9% to 22%
for PR + CC, and 10% to 31% for all three queries. Finally, for the Urban Street category in the
third column of Figure 9, the reductions ranged from 20% to 44% when combining PR with CC,
28% to 40% for SSSP + CC, 2% to 42% for SSSP + PR, and 31% to 54% for all queries.

All in all, from Figures 8 and 9 it is possible to observe the potential of sharing intermedi-
ary results from Recursive Queries. The query processing time reduction reached almost 90% for
multiple SSSP queries when combining up to 20 of them. For the combinations of SSSP, CC, and
PR queries, the reductions reached 54%. However, in some cases, such combinations were not
so promising because they achieved less than 10%. These less promising results were observed
mainly in combinations where one query requires much more join operations than the other
one, which motivates one of the future works discussed in Section 5.2 regarding removing the
columns from T whenever their respective query finishes. Even presenting small improvements
in some combinations, SHARq always outperformed its competitor WITH+.

3.2.3.3 Trade-off when Including Extra Columns

This section explores the trade-off between the number of disk accesses and the total
amount of Recursive Join operations required to obtain the additional columns. An enriched
table T proposed in SHARq framework charges a cost to manage the extra measurement columns.
Additional columns lead to a larger temporary result table T, increasing the number of disk
accesses required to manage it. Hence, there is a trade-off to reduce the number of Recursive

Join operations paid by increasing each operation’s individual cost.

Figure 10 shows that the reduction in the number of join operations is significantly larger
than the small individual increase in the number of disk accesses, so the overall query processing
time is always reduced (as also shown in Figures 8 and 9). Notice that points near to the top of
the plot represent the best results in terms of less Recursive Join operations, while values close
to the right-hand side represent the highest costs in each operation. Each plot in Figure 10 shows
a combination of different graph queries, and each marker depicts one of the three categories.

Regarding the combination of the SSSP and CC queries, the Healthcare category datasets
provided both the smaller number join operations and the smaller overhead compared to the
other categories. However, in the other query combinations, the Healthcare category provided the
smallest join operation reductions. The combinations SSSP + PR, CC + PR, and ALL benefited
more in the Urban Streets category regarding a smaller number of join operations, despite having
large access overheads. Furthermore, in the combinations that include the PR query, the Social
Network category provided the worst results by incurring both in a larger number of Recursive

Join operations and in a larger access overhead. Nonetheless, we can see similar overall behavior
among the three categories for SSSP + PR, CC + PR, and ALL. Summarizing, it is possible
to conclude that some query combinations are more favorable than others to certain categories
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when sharing join operations, but SHARq can always speed up the query processing.

Figure 10 – Comparison between the overhead introduced by additional measurement columns in each
Recursive Join operation and the total number of operations in SHARq framework.
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3.3 Final Considerations
This chapter expanded the Recursive Queries’ context, presenting its definition, imple-

mentation, and application scenarios examples. We also cover our proposal named SHARq,
which enriches the temporary result table T employed in the Recursive Queries. By adding
extra measurement columns to the table T, we enable sharing diverse computations without
re-evaluating the same join operations. Employing a total of 18 datasets, divided into three
categories, we showed query processing time reduction of up to 89% when executing 20 SSSP
queries, and of up to 54% when combining the graph queries SSSP, CC, and PR. All in all, we
addressed the Question 1 by proposing a framework that combines multiple graph queries into a
single Recursive Query employing an enhanced result table T.
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CHAPTER

4
ADJACENCY-LIST REPRESENTATIONS IN

AN RDBMS

This chapter presents specialized storage approaches for the table of edges E proposed
during this Ph.D. research. It helps us answer the Question 2: “Is it possible to increase the

recursive join operation performance when processing graph queries by enhancing the edge table

E representation using adjacency-based storage approaches?”. Section 4.1 details the Edge-k
method, which groups the tuples in the edge table. Section 4.2 describes Edge Clustered Table,
another method for grouping edges, but managing them on pages in the disk, and thus organizing
them into the same disk pages of blocks. Finally, Section 4.3 concludes this chapter.

4.1 Tuple-Level Grouping: Edge-k

Edge-k is a specialized storage approach that groups multiple edges into a single table’s
row or tuple. It consists of employing additional columns in the edge table E, which enables
grouping each vertex neighborhood into a reduced number of tuples. The resulting table from
the Edge-k method is named table Edge-k, so, in the remaining of this section, we use Edge-k
to refer to the proposed method, whereas table Edge-k denotes the resulting table based on
the Edge-k method. With this method, we overcome the problem discussed in existing graph
representations in RDBMSs (see Section 2.3), about storing each edge in a separated tuple. Table
Edge-k was initially explored in Scabora et al. (2017) and extended in Scabora et al. (2018). The
remainder of this section discusses the main findings concerning both publications.

4.1.1 The Edge-k Method and Table

The Edge-k method implements each row ek following the Definition 3.
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Definition 3 (ek). Let the neighborhood of an vertex idsrc be
(
id1

tgt , id
2
tgt , ..., id

k
tgt
)
, where idsrc,

idi
tgt ∈V , 1≤ i≤ k, and the weight of the edge from idsrc to every vertex idi

tgt be
(
w1,w2, ...,wk),

respectively. The Edge-k table’s row ek is defined as ek =
{

idsrc ,
〈
id1

tgt , w1〉 , ...,〈idk
tgt , wk〉}

In table Edge-k, a tuple ek can store up to k edges starting from the same idsrc vertex. For
each edge’s property, such as the distance or weight between every pair of vertices, an additional
column is included for each distinct target vertex idtgt . To keep the example simple, we only refer
to one edge’s property: its weight w. Hence, for each target vertex idi

tgt , we have its respective
weight wi, with 1≤ i≤ k. Figure 11 illustrates the table Edge-k over an example of graph.

Figure 11 – Graph example and its representation: (a) a conventional edge table, with one edge per row;
and (b) the table Edge-k, with each edge ek storing up to k edges in a single row.
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Source: Adapted from Scabora et al. (2017).

By employing the table Edge-k to group and reduce the number of rows in the edge
table, we aim at: (i) minimize the quantity of I/O operations when processing SSSP queries;
(ii) decrease the number of data blocks used to store the graph due to less space required for the
row headers; and (iii) ensure that at least part of the vertex’s neighborhood will be contiguously
stored in disk, which can also help achieve higher query execution performance. The main idea
of table Edge-k is to store each vertex’s adjacencies using an adjacency-list representation that
spans to multiple rows, with a predefined number k of edges per row.

It is important to notice that most of the vertex’s neighborhood will have a size degreev

different than the value of k. Because of these differences, it is necessary to define rules to
manipulate edges ek in the Edge-k table, discussed as follows:

∙ [rule(A)] degreev = k: When degreev and k are equal, where a single completely-occupied
row ek contains the whole vertex neighborhood (i.e., no requiring any NULL value);

∙ [rule(B)] degreev < k: When degreev is smaller than k, the vertex’s neighborhood is
stored in a single row ek using NULL values to complete it; and
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∙ [rule(C)] degreev > k: When degreev is larger than k, the first k edges are stored in a
single completely-occupied row ek. Then, the remaining neighborhood (i.e., degreev− k)
will be inserted in an additional row. These rules reapply over the remaining neighborhood
while its size is larger than k. The recursion finishes when the remaining neighborhood is
equal (i.e., rule(A)) or smaller (i.e., rule(B)) than k.

Figure 11 illustrates both conventional and Edge-k tables to store an example directed
graph, as well as it covers examples of the rules rule(A), rule(B), and rule(C). Figure 11(a)
shows the conventional edge table storing only one destination vertex idtgt per row, with its
respective property w. Figure 11(b) presents the table Edge-k, storing up to k destination vertices
id1

tgt , id2
tgt , ..., idk

tgt per row, with their respective property w1, w2, ..., wk. Regarding the rules, let
the neighborhood of vertex v0 have a size degreev greater than k. By following the rule(C), the
adjacency list of v0 needs to be split into two or more rows. In the example, we consider that
degreev = 2* k, so precisely two rows can store the complete adjacency list of v0, where each
row follows the rule(A). The v2, on the other hand, has its neighborhood size degreev smaller
than k, thus employing the rule(B) and requiring NULL values to complete the edge ek.

4.1.1.1 Main Parameters for estimating the value of k in the table Edge-k

Table Edge-k provides the reduction in the number of rows at the cost of allowing NULL
values, mainly generated by the rule(B). Tuning the value of k is required to avoid tables with
either too many rows (i.e., low k value) or too many columns (i.e., high k value). The focus
of the table Edge-k is to reduce the overall number of rows required to store the edges while
keeping the amount of NULL values in the edge table as small as possible. Minimizing both the
number of rows and quantity of NULL values reduces the size required for storing the table and,
consequently, improves query execution performance employing the table Edge-k. Aiming at
tuning the value of k when using the table Edge-k, we provide equations to estimate the number
of rows ηk

rows and the quantity of NULL values ηk
NULL required to fill the incomplete ek rows.

The ηk
rows takes into account, for each vertex v ∈ V , the amount of rows required to

store its complete neighborhood size degreev. The quantity of rows per vertex v is determined
by the smallest integer value that is greater than degreev divided by the defined value of k.
Overall, by summing the number of rows required by each vertex in V , it is possible to estimate
ηk

rows, as shown in Equation 4.1. While ηk
rows takes into account the number of additional rows

required whenever degreev is larger than k, the ηk
NULL computes whenever degreev is smaller

than k. Specialty, the ηk
NULL depends on the number of NULL values required to fill incomplete ek

rows. Since table Edge-k groups each vertex’s neighborhood into chunks of size k, the number
of edges occupying in the last row ek is equal to the rest of the integer division of degreev by
k. Conversely, the unoccupied part of this row ek is filled with NULL values and corresponds
to k minus the occupied part with edges. Whenever degreev > k, according to rule(C), the row
ek will not have NULL values, but an additional computation is required to segment the degreev
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into chunks of k size. The fragmentation consists of computing the rest of the division of the
occupied part by k. Finally, ηk

NULL is obtained by summing the unoccupied neighborhood or each
vertex v ∈V , as shown in Equation 4.2.

η
k
rows = ∑

v ∈ V

⌈
degreev

k

⌉
(4.1)

η
k
NULL = ∑

v ∈ V
(k − (degreev mod k) ) mod k (4.2)

The optimal storage approach would use a single row to store the complete neighborhood
degreev of each vertex v ∈ V . This case results in a minimal space used for the row overhead
imposed by each ek row header (i.e., internal control data most of RDBMSs) and wasted while
filling NULL values. Due to the differences between degreev and k previously discussed, the
table Edge-k would be adequately represented only for the particular case where every vertex
has a fixed neighborhood size. Such a premise is invalid for most complex networks. Since
the table Edge-k strictly follows the Relational Model, it is possible to compute the exceeding
space ηk

exceeding, in bytes, required both to deal with overheads of every additional ek row and to
represent the NULL values. Equation 4.3 shows how to compute ηk

exceeding.

η
k
exceeding = (ηk

NULL * size(NULL)) + (ηk
rows−|V |) * (rowoverhead + size(idsrc)) (4.3)

where size() is a function to determine the size, in bytes, of the attribute idsrc and to store a NULL
value, and rowoverhead is the row overhead of an RDBMS table. This equation is divided into two
parts. The first part computes the space occupied by NULL values given by the product of ηk

NULL

by the space occupied by each NULL value, in bytes, acquired by the function size(NULL). The
second part considers the wasted space occupied by the additional ek rows required whenever the
neighborhood size is larger than the chosen k value. In other words, ηk

rows−|V | corresponds to
the number of extra rows in the table Edge-k, which is multiplied by the cost of each additional
row. This cost is defined by the row overhead rowoverhead plus the size, in bytes, of replicated
vertex idsrc. Finally, Equation 4.3 sums these two parts to determine the total ηk

exceeding space.

Additionally, the result of the function size(NULL) depends on the RDBMS implemen-
tation and representation. If an RDBMS does not compact the NULL values, it will reserve the
predefined size, in bytes, of the corresponding attribute. In such a case, size(NULL) = size(idi

tgt),
∀i in 1≤ i≤ k. Moreover, most of the RDBMSs usually apply techniques to save space when
storing NULL values, and the real size of size(NULL) varies according to the product. It is also
important to notice that Equation 4.2 only considers the vertex’s identifiers when computing the
ηk

NULL. If additional edge properties are present (e.g., weight or distance), the value of ηk
NULL must

be multiplied by the number of properties employed. Although ηk
rows, ηk

NULL, and ηk
exceeding help
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users to tune the storage of graphs for every scenario, the table Edge-k depends on choosing a
value for k to allow shorter graph query processing times.

4.1.2 Graph Management Adaptations with Edge-k

This section covers the two adaptations required to manage the table Edge-k and process
SSSP queries over it. Section 4.1.2.1 presents the modifications required to process the operations
of insert, update, and delete, as well the bulk loading operation to completely load the table
Edge-k. Section 4.1.2.2 depicts the adaptation in the SSSP query while employing table Edge-k.

4.1.2.1 Table Management and Bulk Loading

Regarding the insert, update, and delete operations, it is important to notice that table
Edge-k introduces a minor overhead compared to the conventional edge table. Executing those
operations over the table Edge-k is more expensive because they demand not only locating a
row ek, but also finding its respective column idi

tgt in that row, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Each operation is
implemented as a distinct PL/SQL procedure, detailed as follows.

Insert and Update operations. The insert operation requires searching for an unoccu-
pied column (i.e., idi

tgt = NULL) in a row ek of the table Edge-k that already is storing edges from
the same idsrc vertex. If an unoccupied spot is available, the new edge will be written in the
corresponding column along with its properties. Otherwise, a new ek row is created, inserting the
new edge in it and filling up the remaining spots with NULL values. The update operation has a
similar approach; however, instead of finding an unoccupied column, it searches for a column
pointing to a specific idtgt vertex and updating its property values. We assume that the update
operation refers solely to changing some property (e.g., its weight or distance) of a given edge.
Updating either the idsrc or the idtgt of an edge is equivalent to its deletion and recreation.

Delete operation. This is a more complicated operation because it focuses on maximiz-
ing the number of complete rows (i.e., without any NULL values). Consider the deletion of an
edge e = ⟨v1,v2⟩, that is, between the vertices idsrc = v1 and idtgt = v2. This edge is deleted by
assigning a NULL value to the column idi

tgt corresponding to v2 in a row ek where idsrc = v1.
There are two cases for the delete operation: (i) either the row ek is incomplete, or all rows where
idsrc = v1 are complete. In this case, it just swaps the value in the column corresponding to v2

with the value from the last occupied column in the same row; and (ii) there is an incomplete
row ek’. In this case, the swap operation occurs between ek and ek’, replacing the last occupied
column in row ek’ with the value from the column corresponding to v2 in row ek. Afterward, the
columns corresponding to v2 and their respective properties are filled with NULL values. If the
operation removes the last idi

tgt vertex in the row ek, then this row is removed from table Edge-k.

Bulk loading process. The workaround to overcome the overhead introduced by Edge-k
is executing a bulk loading operation. The operation receives as input a comma-separated (CSV)
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file, containing each edge in a distinct row as usually used in a conventional edge table (i.e., the
list of edges representation). Then, the technique is executed in three steps:

∙ Sort: Performs a disk-based sort operation over the lines of the CSV file based on the idsrc

column (i.e., the source vertex identifier of each edge). Such sorting is required to optimize
the second step by allowing a sequential read of the CSV file;

∙ Cast: Converts the sorted CSV file, containing one edge per line, into another CSV file
containing up to k edges per line. This step consists of sequentially reading the CSV file
lines and combine them in the same row as long as the idsrc vertex remains the same and
the current number of edges in the row is less then k value; and

∙ Load: Execute the loading operation in the RDBMS using the converted CSV file. Exam-
ples of this operation includes the COPY1 command in PostgreSQL and the SQL*Loader2

in Oracle RDBMS.

4.1.2.2 Graph Navigation Query Adaptation

As previously mentioned, the SSSP query is a search-find greedy-based algorithm. The
query starts at a user-given vertex idsrc, from which it will iteratively expand the vertex’s neigh-
borhood (or frontier) until it reaches a given stop criterion (for more details, see Section 3.1.2).
Executing the SSSP query using the table Edge-k requires an adaptation in the Source code 4. In
short, since the table Edge-k groups multiple edges in the same row during the Recursive Join

operation (see Definition 1), it is necessary to ungroup the rows in the new temporary result table
T′ before starting a new recursive iteration.

1: INSERT INTO T′

2: SELECT idsrc , MIN(w) w
3: FROM (
4: SELECT UNNEST(array[id1

tgt , id2
tgt , ..., idk

tgt ]) idsrc ,
5: T.w + UNNEST(array[w1 , w2 , ..., wk ]) w
6: FROM T JOIN E ON T.id = E.idsrc

7: ) TUNNEST

8: WHERE idsrc IS NOT NULL
9: GROUP BY idsrc

Source code 7 – Adaptation of the recursive-step query when employing table Edge-k.

The adaptation consists of modifying the Lines 16 to 19 in the Source code 4. The
experiments using the SSSP query described in this section were executed using the PostgreSQL
RDBMS, so the ungroup operation was implemented using the UNNEST3 function. Source code 7
1 <https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/sql-copy.html>
2 <https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/sutil/oracle-sql-loader.html>
3 <https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-array.html>

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/sql-copy.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/sutil/oracle-sql-loader.html
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-array.html
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present this modification. The focus is in creating a temporary table TUNNEST, which consists in
performing the UNNEST function over the target vertices idi

tgt and their respective weights wi,
1≤ i≤ k. Additionally, due to the presence of NULL values, it is also required to filter these target
vertices by using the WHERE clause in Line 8 from the Source code 7. The remaining of the query
follows the original Source code 4, which employs the MIN aggregation function over the table
TUNNEST to create the temporary result table of the next recursive step T′. Such adaptation can
be employed in other RDBMSs using analogous operators. For example, using the UNPIVOT4

operator, from Oracle RDBMS, achieves similar results.

4.1.3 Experimental Evaluation using the table Edge-k

This section presents experiments employing the table Edge-k divided into three parts.
Section 4.1.3.1 shows the comparison of elapsed times when performing the insert, update, delete
and bulk load operations presented in Section 4.1.2.1. Section 4.1.3.2 aims at analyzing both the
dataset size reduction, achieved by minimizing ηk

rows, and the time reductions while executing
the adapted SSSP query (see Source code 7). Section 4.1.3.3 compares the table Edge-k, which
is a specialized tuple-level storage approach, with the Graph-oriented NoSQL System named
Neo4j (see Section 2.2.3).

We evaluated the table Edge-k on both real and synthetic datasets. The real dataset is
from a research network (see Table 1) extracted from the Digital Bibliography & Library Project5

(DBLP). We collected the data from the DBLP dataset on March 16th, 2017, and it has more than
1.9 million vertices (researchers) and more than 19 million edges (i.e., co-authorship in the
same publication). We illustrate this graph in Figure 12, where the edge’s weight w denotes
the distance between a pair of researchers. The weight is determined by w = 1 ÷ npublications,
with 0 ≤ w ≤ 1, where npublications is the number of shared publications between the pair of
researchers. Weight values close to 0 represent high proximity (i.e., higher number of shared
publications and stronger relationships, as illustrated using stronger lines). In contrast, weights
close to 1 represent weaker relationships (i.e., lower proximity, as illustrated using thinner lines).

The synthetic datasets were generated using the Newman-Watts-Strogatz and Erdős–Rény
models previously described in Section 2.2.1, both generated using the NetworkX Python library.
For the Newman-Watts-Strogatz model, we fixed the number of shortcuts XNewman and varied
the number of vertices |V |. For the Erdős–Rény model, we fixed the number of vertices |V | and
varied the probability pErdos of creating edges between every pair of vertices. Table 5 details
all datasets’ characteristics and includes the parameters explored in the synthetic datasets. The
characteristics are the number of vertices |V | and edges |E|, and the minimum, maximum, and
average neighborhood’s sizes (i.e., degreev) present in each dataset.

4 <https://oracle-base.com/articles/11g/pivot-and-unpivot-operators-11gr1>
5 Available at <http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/>

https://oracle-base.com/articles/11g/pivot-and-unpivot-operators-11gr1
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
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Figure 12 – The DBLP dataset, representing the direct and indirect relationships between the researchers
through their shared publications.
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Source: Adapted from Scabora et al. (2018).

Table 5 – Characteristics of both real and synthetic datasets explored with table Edge-k.

characteristic DBLP
Newman-Watts-Strogatz Erdős–Rény

XNewman = 200 pErdos = 1% pErdos = 3% pErdos = 5%

|V | 1,909,226 9,000 18,000 27,000 9,000 9,000 9,000
|E| 19,194,624 1,979,410 3,959,970 5,940,340 810,570 2,428,600 4,048,600

min(degreev) 1 203 204 205 56 214 369
max(degreev) 2,100 245 238 247 126 334 536
avg(degreev) 10.05 220.12 219.99 220.01 90.06 269.84 449.84

Source: Adapted from Scabora et al. (2017).

Hardware and Software specifications. The hardware consists of a machine equipped
with an Intel R○ Core

TM
i7-2600 @ 3.40GHz processor, 8GB of DDR3 1333MHz RAM memory,

two SATA 6Gb/s 7200RPM hard disks set up in RAID 0, and Linux operating system Fedora
release 25. The RDBMS employed in the experiments of this section is the PostgreSQL with
version 9.5.6. For the Neo4j specifications, the Java Heap Size was dynamically calculated based
on available system resources. For the memory configuration, we reserved 4GB for the operating
system, 2GB for the Java Virtual Machine heap size (sufficient memory for the query execution
in the Neo4j), and the remaining 2GB to the page cache size. No additional index structure nor
other optimizations were employed in the Neo4j.

4.1.3.1 Overhead in Insert, Update, Delete and Bulk Load Operations

To measure the overhead in the individual insert, update, and delete operations using
the table Edge-k discussed in Section 4.1.2.1, we analyzed each one over the DBLP dataset. The
analysis consists of randomly generating 1,000 new edges and inserting them, followed by their
respective update and delete operations. For the values of the parameter k, we employed k = 1,
5, 10, and 15. Notice that k = 1 is a particular case where the table Edge-k corresponds to a
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conventional edge table. Figure 13 shows the average time and the standard deviations, calculated
based on the time to manipulate the 1,000 random edges. When comparing the table Edge-k to a
conventional table, the overall overhead is about 50% for the insert, update, and delete operations.
These operations take five milliseconds (ms) more than the base time of 10ms required by the
conventional edge table.

Figure 13 – The average elapsed times for the insert, update, and delete operations when using the
conventional edge table (i.e., with k = 1) and the table Edge-k using k = 5, 10, and 15.
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Moreover, one can notice that the elapsed times for the table Edge-k in each operation
are similar despite the k value. This similarity indicates that the overhead is heavily influenced
by searching the affected column idi

tgt after loading all rows related to idsrc from the disk. Hence,
varying the k value does not substantially impact the processing time because the search for
the column is performed in the main memory. Additionally, an overlap exists in the standard
deviations of the table Edge-k times while varying the k value.

Based on the Sort, Cast, and Load steps introduced in Section 4.1.2.1, we compared
the bulk loading time between the conventional edge table and the table Edge-k over the DBLP
dataset. Figure 14 shows the average bulk loading processing times with k varying from 1 to 30.
Notice that only the Load step is required for the conventional edge table (i.e., k = 1). Although
executing fewer steps than the table Edge-k, it presented higher processing times to complete.
Considering the k = 1 (i.e., the conventional edge table) and k = 2, one can observe a processing
time reduction of 35%. As the k value increases, the processing time reduction stabilizes around
k = 10 with a reduction of approximately 70%. Moreover, the processing time reduction during
the bulk loading process is mainly related to the sharp decrease in the ηk

rows (see Equation 4.1).
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Figure 14 – The average processing time of the bulk loading processes varying k. The bulk loading process
is performed following the steps: Sort, Cast, and Load.
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4.1.3.2 Reductions in Storage Size and Query Processing Times

The potential for the benefits of the table Edge-k mainly relies on the reduction of storage
size. Based on Equation 4.1, by reducing the total number of row ηk

rows, it is possible to decrease
the dataset storage size. Figure 15 show the dataset size in each dataset while varying the k value
from 1 to 50. In every dataset, one can notice that the principal reduction occurs in the first values
of k, especially with values between 2 and 15. For higher values of k, most of the neighborhood
degreev of each vertex occupies a single ek row. Hence, the reduction size stabilizes beyond
this point. Consequently, higher k values result only in increasing the quantity of NULL values
required ηk

NULL. As NULL values occupy an irrelevant space in the PostgreSQL RDBMS, having
additional NULL values does not impact the total storage size, which is why the dataset size
reduction remains stable even for higher k values.

Figure 15a shows the sizes of the DBLP dataset. As the value of k varies from 1 to
10, one can observe sharp size reductions. With k values greater than 20, the size reduction
stabilizes, having a total reduction of around 70% when compared to the conventional edge
table (i.e., k = 1). Figures 15b and 15c presents the dataset sizes for both synthetic datasets
Newman-Watts-Strogatz and Erdős–Rény, respectively. In each one of them, varying the number
of vertices |V | (in Newman-Watts-Strogatz) and the probability pErdos (in Erdős–Rény), their
reduction behavior is similar. That is, in every synthetic dataset and their respective parameters,
the table Edge-k achieved a size reduction ranging from 78% to 80% for k ≥ 30.
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Figure 15 – The dataset size reduction, in megabytes, achieved by the Edge-k table in both real and
synthetic datasets while varying the k value from 1 to 50.
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Source: Scabora et al. (2018).

Following, we analyzed the SSSP query processing times over the table Edge-k. The
starting point for this query is the vertex having the largest neighborhood size degreev. Figure 16
presents the average query-time to execute a SSSP query while varying k. For the DBLP dataset,
we analyzed the execution times from 2 to 5 iterations of the SSSP query. The number of
iteration refers to the quantity of Recursive Join operations, which consists of the number of
times executing the SQL query in Source code 7. We discarded the 1st iteration alone because
the same outcome could be obtained by directly querying the edge table, filtering it by the vertex
idsrc, and no performing any join operation. For both synthetic datasets, the shortest path to all
vertices has been found using at most four iterations. Therefore, we executed the complete SSSP
query without limiting the number of iterations.

Figure 16 – The average SSSP query processing time in three scenarios for varying k in the table Edge-k:
the DBLP dataset with the 2nd , 3nd , and 4nd iterations, and in both Newman-Watts-Strogatz
and Erdős–Rény synthetic datasets varying their respective parameters.
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Figure 16a presents the average query-time to execute a SSSP query varying k when
considering the 2nd , 3nd , and 4nd iterations for the DBLP dataset. The maximum reduction
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achieved is around 66% in the 2nd iteration compared to the conventional edge table (i.e., k = 1).
Regarding the average query times from all three iterations, the reduction was of up to 58%
for k = 18. A similar behavior can be observed in Figures 16b and 16c, while varying their
respective parameters. In Figure 16b the reduction varies from 50% to 54% for k≥ 10, and in
Figure 16c the highest average reduction was of around 52% at k = 30. Notice that the behavior
presented in every dataset is analogous to the dataset size reduction previously discussed in
Figure 15. Based on their similar behavior, we calculated the Pearson coefficient between the
number of disk pages of the table Edge-k (see Section 2.1.2), and the average elapsed time of
SSSP queries while varying k value. For all datasets, the Pearson correlation varied from 0.83 to
0.94. Accordingly, reducing the number of rows ηk

rows, more specifically, the table Edge-k size
(in megabytes), also lowers the query processing time. As expected, reducing the dataset size
minimizes the number of I/O operations and optimizes the query executions over it.

Additionally, we also carried a scalability analysis to identify the highest query pro-
cessing time reduction achieved regarding the number of iterations (in the DBLP dataset) and
the parameter employed while generating the synthetic graphs Newman-Watts-Strogatz and
Erdős–Rény. Figure 17 summarizes the largest reduction of the SSSP query processing time
achieved in each dataset. Figure 17a shows the reductions in the DBLP dataset, whereas increasing
the number of iterations results in decreasing the query time reductions. This implies that the
SSSP query performance tends to degrade as we iteratively perform Recursive Join operations.
Nevertheless, executing many joins is not usually well-suited for an RDBMS, as previously
discussed. Considering the application scenario explored, denoting researchers and their collabo-
rations, we focused on the more recurrent situation in which one searches for collaborations that
have up to four researchers in its shortest path. Hence, it would not be particularly interesting to
execute more SSSP query iterations in this scenario.

Figure 17 – The highest SSSP query processing time reductions using Edge-k varying: (a) the number of
iterations in the DBLP dataset; (b) the numbers of vertices |V | for Newman-Watts-Strogatz
dataset; and (c) the probability pErdos for Erdős–Rény dataset.
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Figures 17b and 17c shows the reductions in both synthetic datasets Newman-Watts-
Strogatz and Erdős–Rény, respectively. In both figures, one can observe an increase in the SSSP
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query processing time reduction, showing that our proposal provides even better results as the
volume of data grows regarding the number of vertices (in Newman-Watts-Strogatz dataset)
and the number of edges (in Erdős–Rény dataset). That is, more massive graphs allow higher
reductions in both SSSP query processing time and dataset size occupied by the edge table. All in
all, these experimental results show the potential of the table Edge-k to achieve good performance
improvements in analyses based on shortest paths. For the DBLP dataset, the reduction in SSSP
query processing time decreases as the number of iterations increases. However, this issue is
already known in many RDBMS-based solutions that require several join operations.

4.1.3.3 Comparison with Neo4j NoSQL Database

To further evaluate the previous experiments, we compared the Edge-k and conventional
edge tables with the Graph-oriented NoSQL System named Neo4j database. Due to the sharp
reduction in both dataset size and SSSP query processing time for k values up to 15, the
comparison performed in this section considered the table Edge-k using k = 10. We implemented
both distribution degree and SSSP queries in the Neo4j using the Java API. The implementation
considered a fair comparison between both databases by executing the same algorithm.

As previously described (see Section 2.2.2), the distribution degree query returns the
neighborhood degreev sizes of each vertex v ∈V and counting the size frequencies. This query
implementation in Neo4j consists of performing a loop through all vertices, counting the number
of neighbors for each vertex. Using the conventional edge table, such query relies in the SQL
functions GROUP BY (on the idsrc) and COUNT (on the idtgt). For the Edge-k table, this query
requires adapting the COUNT function to consider multiple edges in the same row ek. Figure 18
shows the elapsed time in each approach, where even Neo4j outperforming the conventional
edge table, the table Edge-k outperformed both competitors.

Figure 18 – The average elapsed time for executing distribution degree queries comparing both Edge-k
and conventional edge tables with the Neo4j database.
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Regarding the SSSP query type, its implementation in Neo4j database employed the
HashMap class6 to represent the temporary table T used in the Recursive Join operations. This
analysis includes the variation of the starting vertex idsrc used in the SSSP query. The variation
enables exploring distinct behaviors related to the number of vertices already computed in the
current and previous recursive steps. For example, if one starts a query with a remote vertex,
which is a vertex containing only a few vertices in its neighborhood, the SSSP query will require
more recursive steps to reach a considerable amount of vertices. Hence, the Recursive Join

operation will have smaller T tables, resulting in shorter processing times.

Based on this reasoning, we randomly chose twenty distinct starting vertices. Half of
them have a small neighborhood size, and the other half have larger neighborhood sizes, which
are near to the maximum size. We executed a SSSP query for each starting vertex, varying the
number of iterations from 1 to 15. At the 15th iteration, we stopped the query because their
result table did not change anymore. Each SSSP query iteration of each starting vertex was
executed three times in order to minimize any query processing time deviation. Figure 19 shows
the elapsed times per SSSP query iteration.

Figures 19a to 19c show a boxplot graphic for the approaches using the table Edge-k, the
conventional edge table and in the Neo4j NoSQL, respectively. Comparing Figures 19a and 19b,
one can observe that both have a similar uniform growth in the elapsed time as the number of
iteration increases. For the Neo4j in Figure 19c, there is a sharp growth in the elapsed times
regarding the first 5 iterations. This behavior is a consequence of intensive disk read operations,
caused by the sharp growth in the number of reached vertices per iteration. After the 5th iteration,
the tendency flattens because Neo4j has already load most of the graph data in memory. Such
finding is related to the performance of Neo4j regarding the size of intermediary query results,
as previously discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Additionally, Figure 19d shows the average time for all three approaches, varying the
starting vertex and the number of iterations. It is possible to notice that in the first iteration, the
SSSP query executed in Neo4j was 10 times faster than both conventional edge and Edge-k
tables. However, in the following iterations, due to the sharp growth observed in Figure 19c, both
RDBMS-based solutions outperformed Neo4j. In the 15th iteration, Neo4j finally outperformed
the RDBMS-based solutions, but with an execution time very similar to the table Edge-k. Notably,
the table Edge-k always outperformed the conventional edge table for any number of iterations.
These results are another interesting finding because, in this section, we evaluated the SSSP
query with different starting vertices and explored another query as well, the degree distribution,
for which the table Edge-k enabled better results.

6 <https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/HashMap.html>

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/HashMap.html
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Figure 19 – The elapsed time comparison for the SSSP query execution regarding the Neo4j and the
conventional edge and Edge-k tables, while varying the starting vertex and the number of
iterations from 1 to 15.
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4.1.4 Final Remarks over Edge-k

Table Edge-k represents our first specialized storage approach for grouping edges into
the same rows. It tackles the problem of a prevalence of a singular approach to store the edges of
a graph and perform queries or analyses. We proposed the table Edge-k, an alternative storage
approach for grouping each vertex neighborhood in a few or even in a single tuple. Moreover,
to maintain robustness and maintain compatibility to the Relational Model, we established a
predefined maximum number k when grouping multiple edges in a single row. Consequently,
we observed a reduction in both dataset size and processing times for the SSSP and distribution
degree queries. In fact, using the table Edge-k enabled reductions of over 50% in the DBLP,
Newman-Watts-Strogatz, and Erdős–Rény datasets. Those results highlight the positive impact
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of the table Edge-k compared to existing RDBMS-based frameworks (i.e., using the conventional
edge table) and the Graph-oriented NoSQL System named Neo4j database.

4.2 Block-Level Grouping: Clustered Tables

This section presents another contribution for a specialized storage approach: grouping
multiple edges into pages or blocks of the disk. In this section, we explore the adjacency-list
representation of edges using Clustered Tables’ physical designs. By using Clustered Tables,
we tied the neighborhood of each edge into chunks or blocks, which enables grouping edges
originated from the same vertex in the same disk’s pages. Consequently, the physical design
provided by the Clustered Tables enabled reducing both Recursive Query execution times and
the overall quantity of I/O operations required by them. The analysis employing Clustered Tables
was explored in Scabora et al. (2020). The remainder of this section discusses its main findings.

4.2.1 The Clustered Tables Proposal and Methodology

There are two possible physical designs for the Clustered Table proposal. The first design
consists of grouping each vertex and its neighborhood into a single disk page. We named it as
Combined Tables, which consists of defining a cluster to store the data from both vertex and edge
tables, i.e., tables V and E, respectively, into the same chunks or blocks in the disk. The second
design consists of reorganizing only the rows of the table E, creating chunks to group them based
on the source vertex attribute idsrc. We named it Edge Clustered Table, which is the most similar
to the Edge-k technique (see Section 4.1): however, although Edge-k groups multiple edges into
the same tuple and Edge Clustered Table is based on the same reasoning, the latter groups edges
into the same cluster. Figure 20 illustrates the conventional tables alongside with both proposed
physical designs named Combined Tables and Edge Clustered Table.

Figure 20(a) shows the conventional tables, having both vertices (in table V ) and edges
(in table E) with no optimization. Figure 20(b) shows the Combined Tables physical design,
where we define a cluster for each vertex identifier (i.e., attribute id from table V ), storing
the vertex tuple together with all its attributes. Within the same cluster, we store all tuples
from table E where idsrc = id, consisting of the edges from the neighborhood of the respective
vertex id. Combined Tables aims at optimizing the performance of the first Recursive Join

operation (see Definition 1) carried out over tables V and E, corresponding to executing Egonet
queries (see Section 2.2.2). Figure 20(c) shows the Edge Clustered Table physical design, which
defines the groups based on the source vertex identifier idsrc, and without modifying the table V .
Edge Clustered Table enables reducing the processing time of recursive queries because most of
the adjacency list of every vertex will be stored in adjacent regions in the disk.

In both Combined Tables and Edge Clustered Table designs, we employed the physical
data organization named Clustered Tables, from Oracle RDBMS, to group the data in disk
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according to its cluster key (see Section 2.1.2). Source code 8 presents the creation of tables
V and E using Clustered Tables physical design. Line 1 creates the cluster named clustered
over the attribute id, which is named cluster key of the Clustered Table. The size of each
cluster is denoted as cluster_size and varies in each physical design explored in this section
(see Section 4.2.1.1 for further details). Line 2 creates a index over the cluster key id to
optimize queries using it. Lines 3 to 7 and 8 to 14 creates the tables V and E employing Clustered
Tables. The difference when using the Clustered Tables physical designs is the Lines 7 and 14,
where we specify a cluster when creating each table. Notice that the Source code 8 define
both tables in the same cluster, which refers to the Combined Tables physical design. For the
Edge Clustered Table, we remove the cluster specification at Line 7 since this physical design
only employs the Clustered Tables over table E.

Figure 20 – An example schema for storing graph data and its three physical representations: (a) con-
ventional representation for the tables V and E; (b) grouping the tuples from both tables
into clusters using Clustered Tables; and (c) grouping only the tuples from table E with the
Clustered Table’s physical design.
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Nevertheless, the SQL adaptation required to employ Clustered Tables’ physical designs
is performed only during the creation of tables V and E. Compared to table Edge-k, the Clustered
Tables do not require any adaptation regarding the insert, update, and delete operations, neither
modifying the Recursive Join operation previously detailed in Section 4.1.2. Next, we discuss
methods to determine the value of cluster size employed in the Line 1 of the SQL Source code 8,
regarding both Combined Tables and Edge Clustered Table physical designs.
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1: CREATE CLUSTER clustered (id INTEGER ) SIZE cluster_size;
2: CREATE INDEX clustered_idx ON CLUSTER clustered ;
3: CREATE TABLE V (
4: id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY ,
5: latitude FLOAT ,
6: longitude FLOAT
7: ) CLUSTER clustered (id);
8: CREATE TABLE E (
9: idsrc INTEGER ,

10: idtgt INTEGER ,
11: distance FLOAT ,
12: time FLOAT ,
13: CONSTRAINT E _pk PRIMARY KEY (idsrc , idtgt )
14: ) CLUSTER clustered (idsrc);

Source code 8 – Creation of tables V and E using the Clustered Tables physical designs.

4.2.1.1 Cluster Size estimation for employing Clustered Tables’ physical designs

We employ two techniques to estimate the cluster sizes. For the Combined Tables physical
design, we defined a cluster size large enough to store the vertex data and all of its adjacent
edges. Hence, since it aims to speed up Egonet queries’ execution, this cluster size enables
the maximum reduction in the I/O operations. Distinctly, for the Edge Clustered Table physical
design, we had chosen not to store all the neighborhood into a single cluster. The cluster sizes for
Edge Clustered Table are based on the Pareto principle, using the 80/20 rule (see Section 2.2).

The Pareto principle relies upon the intuition that 20% of a population concentrates
80% of all the income, and it is considered a representative distribution that appears in several
scenarios regarding complex networks or graph data (see Section 2.2.1). Based on this principle,
we define cluster sizes corresponding to the 20th and 80th percentiles of the vertex distribution
degree values, which we refer to as degree20th and degree80th, respectively. Accordingly, we
adopt the Pareto principle to create two cluster size configurations, one for storing 20% of the
adjacency list and another for the 80% of the adjacency list. Equation 4.4 show how to calculate
the cluster size cluster_sizeith for any i-th percentile when employing the Edge Clustered Table.

cluster_sizeith =
(

degreeith × maxsize(e)
)
,0≤ i≤ 100 (4.4)

where maxsize(e) is the maximum size, in bytes, of the tuples from table E, and degreeith is the
degree value in the i-th percentile of the vertex distribution degree. The maxsize(e) is given by
maxsize(e) = maxe∈E ( size ( e ) ), where size(e) is a function that returns the size, in bytes, of
the tuple e ∈ E. Due to the fact that we adopt the Pareto principle, we only used the parameters
i = 20 and i = 80. However, this equation can be calculated using other percentiles values.
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4.2.1.2 Application Scenario for Clustered Tables

The application scenario explored with Clustered Tables refers to the Urban Streets (see
Table 1), denoting a Georeferenced Graph (see Section 2.2.1). The dataset explored, named
DIMACS, is available by the 9-th implementation challenge for shortest paths7. DIMACS dataset
is composed of |V |= 23,947,347 vertices and |E|= 57,708,624 edges. Each vertex v ∈V has
an identifier (id) and its coordinates (latitude and longitude), where the data types are integer
for attribute id and float for both attributes latitude and longitude. Each edge e ∈ E has the
identifiers for source and target vertices (idsrc and idtgt , respectively, both of integer data type).
In the DIMACS dataset, there are two weights in each edge: the distance (in meters) and the
estimated transit time over this street segment. Both weights are represented as float data type.

The application scenario evaluated over the DIMACS dataset consists of performing
SSSP queries. As an example, consider an application in which one is searching for the closest
patient’s residence from it. In this scenario, we start a SSSP query by retrieving the vertex
identifier id where the hospital in the starting-point query (see Equation 3.1a). Then, in each
recursive-step query (see Equation 3.1b), we visit new vertices searching for the location of
these closest patients in the graph up to a maximum distance. The complete SSSP query was
previously presented in Source code 4, which retrieves the vertices up to a maximum distance as
already illustrated in the application scenario of Section 3.1.3. Notice that the physical design
optimization proposed, using Clustered Tables, does not modify any SQL statement in Source
code 4 because it is present only while creating the tables from the schema.

4.2.2 Experimental Evaluation using Clustered Tables

This section covers three analyses performed over the Clustered Tables physical design
proposed, and it is divided into three parts. Section 4.2.2.1 evaluates SSSP query performance
when starting from a single starting-point while varying the maximum distance. In Section 4.2.2.2,
we analyze the performance of the Recursive Join operation in the first recursive step when
varying the starting-point query selectivity. Finally, Section 4.2.2.3 combines the analysis of both
Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 by evaluating the overall SSSP query performance by varying both
starting-point query selectivity and maximum distance.

Dataset Setup. Figure 21 shows the main statistics from the DIMACS dataset. Fig-
ure 21a shows the vertex distribution degree, which varies from 1 to 9. Considering the
Edge Clustered Table physical design, we highlighted the values for degree20th and degree80th,
which correspond to the values 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 21b shows a histogram of the
edge tuple sizes, in bytes, from the table E, which vary from 16 to 25. Based on Figure 21
statistics, we calculated the cluster sizes for both Combined Tables and Edge Clustered Table

physical designs. In Combined Tables, the cluster size is 256 bytes, which is large enough

7 <http://users.diag.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml>

http://users.diag.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml
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to accommodate all nine edges, each one having 25 bytes, plus the vertex tuple size in ta-
ble V , whose maximum value is 21. In Edge Clustered Table, cluster_size20th = 2× 25 = 50
bytes and cluster_size80th = 3×25 = 75 bytes, according to Equation 4.4. Consequently, Fig-
ure 21c shows the resulting size of all physical designs analyzed. Notice that conventional
design, with no optimization, is less space-consuming than both Edge Clustered Table physical
designs by approximately 19%. The difference between the percentiles of 20% and 80% in
Edge Clustered Table is minimal, consisting of just 5 Megabytes (MB). Finally, Combined Tables

physical design demands above three times more space than all other designs.

Figure 21 – The statistics obtained from the DIMACS dataset, (a) vertex distribution degree, (b) histogram
of the edge tuple sizes, and (c) structure sizes for the Clustered Tables.
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Hardware and Software specifications. The experiments were carried out using Oracle
RDBMS 19c Enterprise Edition 19.3.0.0.0 on Docker Engine 19.03.1, running in a computer
equipped with an Intel Core i7-8700 @ 3.20GHz processor, 16GB of DDR4 2,400 MT/s RAM
memory, SATA 6.0 Gb/s 7,200RPM hard disk, and Linux operating system Ubuntu 18.04.

4.2.2.1 Recursive Query starting from a Single Point

This section evaluates the SSSP query processing performance when the starting-point
query retrieves only one element. The analysis corresponds to starting from a single public
facility (e.g., a hospital). This is in the case for |T0|= 1 in Equation 3.1a). We executed a SSSP
query for five randomly chosen starting vertices, 100 times each, in all explored physical designs.
In this analysis, we compared the query performance based on two measurements: (i) the average
query processing time; and (ii) the number of buffer gets. For the query processing time (i), we
discarded 30% of the shortest and 30% of the longest values before computing the average in
order to filter out noisy results. For the number of buffer gets (ii), which consists of the number
of data block requests by Oracle RDBMS, getting the block directly from main memory (if the
block is already there), or reading it from disk if needed. In other words, the number of buffer
gets measures the amount of I/O operations in the SSSP query. Both measurements (i) and (ii)
were acquired from the internal management table named V$SQL8. Figure 22 shows the results
of both measurements.

Figure 22 – The average SSSP query processing time (a) and the number of buffer gets (b) over the
DIMACS dataset employing Clustered Tables starting from a single point.
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8 <https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14237/dynviews_2113.htm>

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14237/dynviews_2113.htm
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For all four physical designs (i.e., conventional, Combined Tables, Edge Clustered Table

20%, and Edge Clustered Table 80%), we evaluated the SSSP query execution by varying the
maximum reachable distance from 500 meters to 40 kilometers. Figure 22a shows the average
times, where Edge Clustered Table 20% is faster than other physical designs. It achieved a maxi-
mum time reduction of 22.5% when compared to conventional design, 24.0% when compared to
Edge Clustered Table 80%, and 21.1% when compared to Combined Tables. Figure 22b shows
that all physical designs employing Clustered Tables reduced the required data blocks when
processing recursive queries by approximately 61% when compared to conventional design.
However, when the SSSP query retrieves paths with lengths greater than 20 kilometers, the
number of buffer gets converges for all physical designs. For paths larger than 20 kilometers,
which corresponds to approximately 24 Recursive Join operations, the number of required data
blocks is similar in all evaluated physical designs. Nevertheless, Edge Clustered Table 20%
remains faster than all other evaluated designs in recursive queries starting from a single location.

4.2.2.2 Egonet queries starting from Multiple Points

Next, we evaluate the first Recursive Join operation in the SSSP query processing when
having multiple starting-point vertices. This type of query, which is also known as the Egonet
query, aims at retrieving the neighborhood of a vertex (see Section 2.2.2). Due to the variation in
the starting-point query selectivity, we are exploring the case when |T0|> 1 in Equation 3.1a.
Figure 23 shows the variation of the starting-point query selectivity and its impact over the
Egonet query processing performance considering the different physical designs. Figure 23a
shows the vertex distribution degree of each subset vertices retrieved for each selectivity value.

Figure 23 – The average query processing time of Egonet queries for the four evaluated Clustered Tables’
physical designs, (a) the vertex distribution degree of each subset of vertices while varying
the selectivity, (b) the corresponding query processing times.
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Each curve in Figure 23a corresponds to a selectivity value, where each subset of ver-
tices follows a similar distribution compared to the vertex degree distribution of all vertices
in the graph. Based on these selectivity values, Figure 23b shows the average query process-
ing time of the Egonet query for each subset of vertices. One can observe that, for selectivity
values near 0.83, Combined Tables physical design reduced query processing time by 50.0%
when compared to the conventional design. With respect to both Edge Clustered Table phys-
ical designs, the query processing time reduced by 37.0% in Edge Clustered Table 20% and
by 35.6% in Edge Clustered Table 80%. Considering only the Clustered Tables physical de-
signs, the Combined Tables reduced the query processing time by 45.8% when compared to
Edge Clustered Table 20%. This analysis explored the potential of Clustered Tables physical
design while focusing only on the first Recursive Join operation in the SSSP query.

4.2.2.3 Recursive Query starting from Multiple Points

The third analysis combines the studies from Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. It consists of
evaluating the overall SSSP query processing time when starting from multiple vertices. Hence,
executed the SSSP query starting from subsets of vertices with sizes |T0| = 5,000, 10,000,
20,000, 50,000, and 100,000. Figure 24 shows the average SSSP query processing time for the
multiple subset of vertices T0 when varying the maximum distance from 1 to 5 kilometers.

One can observe that the Edge Clustered Table 20% physical design had the best perfor-
mance in all graphics, enabling an average query processing time reduction, when compared to
the Conventional design, of up to 9.3% when |T0|= 5,000, 10.2% when |T0|= 10,000, 15.0%
when |T0|= 20,000, 19.9% when s|T0|= 50,000, and 10.7% when |T0|= 100,000. Moreover,
the time reduction increased when |T0| varied from 5,000 to 50,000, and after 50,000 it starts to
decrease. Such behavior occurred because too many clusters were accessed in the Recursive Join

operation due to a more significant reduction of the query selectivity value.

Concluding, the Combined Tables physical design presented the worst performance in all
graphics from Figure 24. Even though this physical design improved the execution performance
in the first Recursive Join operation, it did not reduce the overall SSSP query processing time.
Finally, Edge Clustered Table 80% physical design has a similar query processing performance
when compared to the Conventional design in all graphics from Figure 24.

4.2.3 Final Remarks over Clustered Tables approaches

Both Combined Tables and Edge Clustered Table physical designs correspond to our
second specialized storage approach for grouping multiple edges into the same disk’s pages.
By using Clustered Tables, we introduced a storage method based on adjacency-lists, which
reorganizes the data within the tables. With these physical designs, we were able to optimize the
execution of SSSP queries inside an RDBMS without requiring SQL query modifications, as
present in the Edge-k proposal. The optimization refers to reducing disk I/O operations, and, as
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a consequence, the query processing time was remarkably shorter. When starting from a single
vertex, the results showed a reduction of up to 22.5% in the SSSP query processing time when
compared to no physical design. We also observed a reduction of up to 61% in the number of
disk’s pages accessed when using Clustered Tables physical design. For Egonet queries, the
physical designs enabled a reduction of up to 50% in the query processing time. Moreover,
when starting from multiple vertices simultaneously, our second specialized storage achieved a
reduction of approximately 20% for the SSSP query processing time. All in all, the best results
came when using the Edge Clustered Table physical design with cluster_size20th.

Figure 24 – The average query processing times of the SSSP query for |T0| = 5,000, 10,000, 20,000,
50,000, and 100,000.
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4.3 Final Considerations
In this chapter, we explored adjacency-based specialized storage approaches over the edge

table E. We proposed both tuple-based and block-based specializations, under the names of table
Edge-k and Edge Clustered Table physical design, and experimentally showed improvements in
graph query executions’ performance. On the one hand, the table Edge-k provided the highest
performance improvements, but requiring adaptations in the recursive queries executed, as
described in Source code 7. On the other hand, the Edge Clustered Table physical design also
enables performance improvements without requiring any modifications in both recursive queries
and insert, update, and delete operations, however, providing fewer execution time reductions
when compared with table Edge-k. All in all, we addressed the Question 2 by proposing and
validating two adjacency-based specialized storage approaches when dealing with graph queries
executed using Recursive Queries.
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CHAPTER

5
CONCLUSION

This Ph.D. research focuses on the development of novel specialized storage approaches
for optimizing the execution of Recursive Queries in RDBMSs while processing graph queries.
Specifically, we presented three main contributions that we summarize next, together with the
research questions addressed during this research and the overall thesis. This chapter is organized
as follows. Section 5.1 highlights the main contributions of this thesis. Section 5.2 describes
future works opened for research as a result of this Ph.D. project. Section 5.3 summarizes the list
of publications originated from this research and from collaborations that occurred during this
research execution.

5.1 Contributions
As stated in Chapter 1, the main goal of this Ph.D. project was answering the following

question: “How can we improve the performance of queries over graph data executed in a

RDBMS?”. To tackle the problem, we divided it into two questions: modifying each of the tables
employed by the Recursive Queries, the table of edges E, and the temporary result table T. From
this goal, we produced three main contributions:

1. The SHARq framework, for enriching the temporary result table T employed in the
recursive queries to enable reusing it across multiple graph queries. By adding extra
columns to table T, we can reuse the join operations, supporting the execution of multiple
SSSP queries and combining the graph query types SSSP, CC, and PR. The enriched table
T provides increased efficiency to execute graph queries, thus answering the Question 1
from this Ph.D. research;

2. The Edge-k method, which groups multiple edges from the same vertex neighborhood into
the same tuple. The resulting table, named table Edge-k, stores a predefined maximum
number k of edges by using extra columns for storing their destination vertex identifiers
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and respective properties. Employing table Edge-k in recursive queries, in particular for
the distribution degree and the SSSP queries, significantly improved their performance.
Hence, this contribution successfully answered the Question 2 from this Ph.D. research;
and

3. The Edge Clustered Table physical design, which groups multiple edges into a single disk
page using Clustered tables. This third contribution shares similar characteristics with the
table Edge-k. However, the Edge Clustered Table proposal only requires simple modeling
adaptations when creating the tables without modifying the recursive queries. It provides
reductions of both time and disk I/O operations while executing SSSP and Egonet queries.
The Edge Clustered Table also answers the Question 2, showing that there may be several
alternatives for adjacency-list storage approaches, which can hopefully be further explored
in the future.

Based on the three contributions, this Ph.D. research improved recursive queries’ perfor-
mance both horizontally and vertically. By horizontally, we mean optimizing batches of multiple
graph queries, sharing their join operations executed recursively. The term vertically refers
to reducing the elapsed time and the computer resource usage in each join operation from an
individual graph query. Accordingly, our results allow stating that our thesis was successfully
answered:

Thesis. By specializing data structures (i.e., tables, indexes, and internal data representa-

tions) in a RDBMS using adjacency-based storage approaches, it is possible to improve

the performance of graph queries that depends on the several join operations involved in

recursive query executions.

In fact, we observed that adjacency-list specialized storage approaches optimized the execution of
graph queries represented by recursive queries in all the applications evaluated. The contributions
discussed here and the results achieved during this Ph.D. research point out a range of future
developments, detailed in the next section.

5.2 Future Work

Some of the main future works envisioned from this Ph.D. research are the following:

∙ Regarding the SHARq framework, its extension would be proposing a continuous operator
for executing the join operations from recursive queries. The continuous operator consists
of continuously performing join operations between the result table T and the edge table
E whenever graph queries are required, employing query rewriting techniques to add
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(when needed) and subtract (when finished) every graph query performed on the fly with
additional columns;

∙ Regarding table Edge-k and Edge Clustered Table physical design, the most straightfor-
ward future work would be evaluating how to automatically determine their parameters,
such as k and cluster_size values. The first step in this direction would be exploring: other
graph types, different datasets, and varying the number of properties stored in the edge
table (instead of only a single weight value per edge);

∙ Finally, combing the enhancements of tables T (in SHARq) and the edge table (with table
Edge-k and Edge Clustered Table physical design) would be beneficial to integrate the
efficient execution of graph queries in RDBMS. Hence, combining all these techniques
proposed during this Ph.D. research will reduce the gap for efficiently executing graph
queries in RDBMSs.

5.3 List of Publications
The publications in this section are divided into main publications, referring to the ones

directly resulted from this Ph.D. research, and the collaborative publications originated from
contributions with the research group GBdI (Data Bases and Images Group). Both main and
collaborative publications helped in the learning process and formation of the Ph.D. candidate.
They are listed as follows.

Main publications:

∙ SBBD 2017 (SCABORA et al., 2017): Lucas C. Scabora; Paulo H. Oliveira; Daniel
S. Kaster; Agma J. M. Traina; Caetano Traina-Jr. Relational graph data management
on the edge: Grouping vertices’ neighborhood with Edge-k. In the 32th Brazilian
Symposium on Databases, SBC, 2017, p. 124–135.

∙ JIDM 2018 (SCABORA et al., 2018): Lucas C. Scabora; Paulo H. Oliveira; Gabriel
Spadon; Daniel S. Kaster; José F. Rodrigues-Jr.; Agma J. M. Traina; Caetano Traina-
Jr. Cutting-edge Relational Graph Data Management with Edge-k: From One to
Multiple Edges in the Same Row. In the Journal of Information and Data Management,
9(1), p.20–35.

∙ SBBD-DSW 2019 (SCABORA et al., 2019): Lucas C. Scabora; Gabriel Spadon; Lucas
S. Rodrigues; Mirela T. Cazzolato; Marcus V. S. Araujo; Elaine P. M. de Sousa; Agma
J. M. Traina; José F. Rodrigues-Jr.; Caetano Traina-Jr. G-FranC: a dataset of criminal
activities mapped as a complex network in a relational DBMS. In Dataset Show Case
of the 34th Brazilian Symposium on Databases, SBC, 2019, p. 366–376.
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∙ SAC 2020 (SCABORA et al., 2020): Lucas C. Scabora; Gabriel Spadon; Paulo H.
Oliveira; José F. Rodrigues-Jr.; Caetano Traina-Jr. Enhancing recursive graph query-
ing on RDBMS with data clustering approaches. In Proceedings of the 35th SIGAPP
Symposium on Applied Computing, ACM, 2020, p. 404–411.

∙ SAC 2021 (SCABORA et al., 2021): Lucas C. Scabora; Gabriel Spadon; Mirela T. Caz-
zolato; Daniel S. Kaster; Agma J. M. Traina; José F. Rodrigues-Jr.; Caetano Traina-Jr.
SHARq: Sharing Recursive Queries in Relational Databases. In Proceedings of the
36th SIGAPP Symposium on Applied Computing, ACM, 2021, p. 336–339.

Collaborative contributions:

∙ SBBD 2017 (OLIVEIRA et al., 2017b): Paulo H. Oliveira; Lucas C. Scabora; Mirela T.
Cazzolato; Marcos V. N. Bedo; Agma J. M. Traina; Caetano Traina-Jr. MAMMOSET:
An Enhanced Dataset of Mammograms. In Proceedings of the Satellite Events of the
32nd Brazilian Symposium on Databases, SBC, 2017, p. 256–266.

∙ SAC 2017 (OLIVEIRA et al., 2017): Paulo H. Oliveira; Lucas C. Scabora; Caetano
Traina-Jr.; Daniel S. Kaster. One index to dominate them all: domain indexes for im-
proving queries across multiple tables. In Proceedings of the 32th SIGAPP Symposium
on Applied Computing, ACM, 2017, p. 900–905.

∙ CBMS 2017 (OLIVEIRA et al., 2017a): Paulo H. Oliveira; Lucas C. Scabora; Mirela
T. Cazzolato; Willian D. Oliveira; Agma J. M. Traina; Caetano Traina-Jr. Efficiently
Indexing Multiple Repositories of Medical Image Databases. In Proceedings of the
30th International Symposium on Computer-Based Medical Systems, IEEE, 2017, p.
286–291.

∙ CBMS 2017 (CAZZOLATO et al., 2017): Mirela T. Cazzolato; Lucas C. Scabora; Alceu
F. Costa; Marcos R. Nesso-Jr.; Luis F. M. Oliveira; Daniel S. Kaster; Caetano Traina-
Jr; Agma J. M. Traina. BREATH: Heat Maps Assisting the Detection of Abnormal
Lung Regions in CT Scans. In Proceedings of the 30th International Symposium on
Computer-Based Medical Systems, IEEE, 2017, p. 248–253.

∙ ICCS 2017 (SPADON et al., 2017): Gabriel Spadon; Lucas C. Scabora; Paulo H. Oliveira;
Marcus V. S. Araujo; Bruno B. Machado; Elaine P. M. de Sousa; Caetano Traina-Jr.; José F.
Rodrigues Jr. Behavioral Characterization of Criminality Spread in Cities. In Procedia
Computer Science, 108, 2017, p. 2537–2541.

∙ ITNG 2017 (SPADON et al., 2017): Gabriel Spadon; Lucas C. Scabora; Marcus V. S.
Araujo; Paulo H. Oliveira; Bruno B. Machado; Elaine P. M. de Sousa; Caetano Traina-Jr.;
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nality in Urban Areas. In Information Technology - New Generations, Springer Interna-
tional Publishing, 2018, p. 493–500.
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